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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Miami-Dade County, Florida, like many communities around the country, faces development
pressures and struggles to manage its growth. Unlike many other communities, Miami-Dade
County is bounded by an ocean and two national parks—places that the community wishes to
preserve. Decades ago, to address unchecked growth and development, county officials decided
to institute growth management strategies. Now that these policies have been in place for many
years, Miami-Dade County requested the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s)
assistance in reviewing the policies and guidelines of its Urban Development Boundary (UDB), a
key tool in the county’s growth management strategy.
The UDB dates from the 1970s and was incorporated into the county’s Comprehensive
Development Master Plan in 1983. The UDB should contain a 10 plus 5-year supply of land for
residential development. Proposed changes to the UDB require a two-thirds vote from the County
Commissioners. In 2008, the UDB contained 269,000 acres (420 square miles), of which
approximately six percent was undeveloped.1 Very little land has been added to the UDB in the
last 20 years.
Developers and citizens’ groups have both expressed discontent with the process for amending
the UDB, which permits landowners and developers to apply for amendments every two years.
Under question is whether this current process of amending the boundary manages growth
outside the boundary effectively while encouraging infill development inside the boundary. For
the purpose of this document, the term “infill” includes vacant land development and
redevelopment projects.
The EPA team and the county held a policy workshop in Miami on October 14-16, 2009, to
discuss ideas for amending the UDB and to provide options for county officials to consider.
Among the issues identified at the workshop and discussed in this report are:


The remaining undeveloped land inside the UDB may or may not be sufficient to
accommodate 15 years of residential development, depending on how the infill policies
are implemented.



Low-density residential development on 5-acre per unit zoning outside the UBD.



Agricultural land outside the UDB is dwindling. Combined with changing farm
economics and competition from other countries, this gradual loss of farmland is
threatening the “critical mass” required to sustain agricultural operations.

Deciding where the boundary might ultimately be located was beyond the EPA team’s charge.
Instead, this report focuses on several related questions, including:


What process could be used to amend the UDB?

1

Miami-Dade County Department of Planning and Zoning, Urban Development Boundary Amendments Adopted from
1976 through 2008. November 25, 2008.
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What methodology could be used to determine land supply?
What policies could be in place inside the boundary to encourage infill development?
What policies could be in place outside the boundary to encourage land conservation?

To answer these questions, the EPA consultant team met with a variety of stakeholders, including
elected officials, developers, citizens’ groups, property owners, and environmental groups. In
these meetings, the team learned what works in the current process for amending the UBD and
what could be improved. The team also used stakeholder input to develop options that could help
the county balance growth management strategies focused outside the line and those geared for
inside. The majority of the report addresses the first two questions. Encouraging infill and the
promotion of land conservation are discussed throughout the report with specific examples from
other communities.
Outside-the-Line Policy
Simply creating the UDB does not necessarily conserve land, especially because of the 5-acre
zoning outside the line. This report presents several options the county could consider for the
ultimate disposition of land outside the UDB, including:






A master plan for the conservation and development of the area currently outside the
boundary.
A formal phasing plan using the Urban Expansion area mechanism.
Better-coordinated land acquisition programs.
Larger and more comprehensive landowner compensation programs.
Policies that ensure more land remains in agricultural use instead of acting as a reserve
for future development.

Inside-the-Line Policy
Protecting land outside the UDB requires progressive policies inside the line. Many of these
policies are already in place, but the county wants to promote more infill development. Possible
steps include:






Targeting infrastructure investments to infill areas.
Ensuring that infill policies reflect market realities and promote redevelopment.
Promoting horizontal mixed use as well as vertical mixed use.
Promoting a variety of housing types, sizes, and styles.
Promoting and enabling higher-density employment centers near transit stations.

The next steps for local decision-makers are to review the options provided here and determine
how to address the management of the line. This assistance was not meant to help Miami-Dade
County decide where to place the line, but rather to analyze current practices and point out
options that could be considered when the county revises the process for managing the UDB. It
will be up to elected officials and staff to determine how, if at all, to change the process for
managing the UDB and policies that govern development inside and outside the line.
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I.

N
ON
INTRODUCTIO

Miami-Daade County, Florida
F
faces many
m
of the same
s
growth issues that chhallenge comm
munities
around the country. Wiith highly urb
banized areas,, suburban strrip developmeent, and farm
mland, the
ontains many resources
r
and
d assets, but itt also must deeal with a varriety of develoopment
county co
issues and
d pressures ass it struggles to
t balance con
ntinued growtth with makinng the most oof its
existing in
nfrastructure and investmeents. Recognizzing the needd to be creativve and to makke its land
developm
ment more susttainable over the long term
m, county stafff applied to thhe U.S. Envirronmental
Protection
n Agency (EP
PA) Smart Gro
owth Implem
mentation Assiistance (SGIA
A) program foor help in
analyzing
g the policies and
a proceduree for managin
ng its Urban D
Developmentt Boundary (U
UDB).
(See Appeendix A for more
m
informattion on the SG
GIA program..)
Managing
g growth is a function
f
of vaalues – what a communityy seeks to presserve and how
w best to
encouragee developmen
nt in logical an
nd appropriatte locations. D
Determining w
what to preserve and
what is meant
m
by appro
opriate is defiined through community
c
innput and publlic policies. S
Some
communitties, including
g Miami-Dad
de County, try
y to systematiically managee their growthh using a
growth bo
oundary. For Miami-Dade
M
County, the question
q
was not where to move the groowth
boundary,, but rather to
o question if th
he current pro
ocess for movving the line sstill made sennse with
respect to their values. In broad term
ms, Miami-Daade County w
wants to keep its agriculturaal identity,
protect itss unique naturral environmeent, and encou
urage developpment in areaas with existinng
infrastructture, transit, and
a other ameenities.
The UDB
B is used primarily to keep developmentt from spillingg toward highhly sensitive llands like
Evergladees National Paark. Because the county is an attractive place for new
w jobs and ressidents,
the bound
dary has been moved to acccommodate ap
pproved addiitions to the uurbanized areaa. Through
the years, the managem
ment of the UD
DB yielded in
ncremental paarcels. These were added tthrough
requests from
f
developeers or county staff. The cou
unty has sougght to exploree how this sysstem could
be improv
ved.

Figure 1: Infill opportun
nities exist aro
ound Miami, especially herre along the Miami River. ((Source:
Subrata Basu)
B
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Miami-Dade County is projected to gain 700,000 residents by 2030.2 Where these people will live
is a critical consideration that drives decisions about growth management, provision of affordable
housing, and transportation investments. These decisions will have a profound impact on how the
county works to address climate change adaptation and mitigation.
This report addresses many of the questions related to the effectiveness of the boundary
expansion process and raises others that could help the county improve its growth management
strategies, specifically related to the establishment of goals that influence how and where
investments are made. This report contains four case studies that describe different methods for
addressing growth management and how those policies can inform the process in Miami-Dade
County. The ideas discussed in this report draw from growth management strategies in
communities such as Boulder, Colorado; Portland, Oregon; San Diego, California; and Sarasota,
Florida (see Appendix B for case studies of these communities).
Through assistance from EPA, elected officials and staff hoped to better understand options for
improving the management of the UDB. This report summarizes the analysis and discusses many
of the important factors communities should consider when revising their development policies to
grow in a more environmentally, economically, and socially sustainable way.

2

Miami-Dade County. Population Projections. http://www.miamidade.gov/planzone/Library/research/PopProj20062030.pdf. Accessed November 16, 2010.
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II.

OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE OF THE MIAMI-DADE URBAN DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARY

The UDB is an important tool in Miami-Dade County’s overall growth management system.
Although it places geographical limits on certain types of urban development, it does not dictate
the density or amount of development permitted either inside or outside the boundary. These
issues are addressed through other policies in the county’s Comprehensive Development Master
Plan (CDMP), primarily the future land use element and future land use map.
The CDMP establishes the UDB as a central element of the county’s growth management system.
The CDMP describes goals that the UDB is intended to achieve, including the efficient use of
infrastructure and the promotion of compact development. The UDB’s purpose, according to the
CDMP, is to protect and preserve wetlands, prevent low density development away from transit
and neighborhood amenities and unconnected development patterns, and plan for efficient
expansion and improvement in infrastructure and public services. 3 While planning staff
understand that the UDB has several goals and outcomes, the team’s review found that there is
wide interpretation among stakeholders as to the goals and outcomes of the UDB, contributing to
the lack of consensus among key decision-makers on the boundary’s location and the procedures
for boundary expansion that led to the county’s request for assistance on this project.
The team’s discussions with a wide variety of stakeholders, including planning staff, elected
officials, development industry interests, and self-identified “slow-growth” advocates, suggested
that they see the Miami-Dade UDB as having several different purposes including:




To direct the efficient and cost-effective delivery of public services;
To promote compact development and encourage transit ridership; and
To preserve agricultural land and wetlands.

While most stakeholders listed more than one of these goals as a reason the UDB exists, the
“highest priority” goal differed markedly by stakeholder. This lack of consensus on the UDB’s
primary goal(s) has also led to substantial disagreement on whether UDB expansion is desirable
and, if so, where the UDB might be expanded. Different goals yield different implementation
mechanisms and comprehensive plan policies.
For example, the goal of efficient service delivery might lead Miami-Dade County to expand the
UDB to parcels immediately adjacent to areas currently served by water and sewer, regardless of
whether or not those places contain environmentally sensitive land. By contrast, the goal of
protecting agricultural land and land required for watershed protection might lead Miami-Dade
County to place environmentally sensitive land or active agricultural land outside the UDB, even
if these lands are located adjacent to existing water and sewer. Because the fundamental goals of
the UDB are not clear, the county has struggled with how to implement a UDB strategy. Growth
boundaries can play an important role in supporting planning and development goals, but their
purpose needs to be clear.

3

Miami-Dade County. Comprehensive Development Master Plan. Amended April 2010.
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Very low--density resid
dential development (5-acre minimum loot sizes) is peermitted outsiide the
boundary,, while a varieety of develop
pment types and
a densities are permittedd inside the booundary.
Other cou
unty policies seek
s
to focus developmentt inside the booundary by enncouraging innfill and
protecting
g land outsidee the boundary
y from any ty
ype of developpment througgh land conserrvation
and acquisition.
Any proposed changess to the UDB occur
o
through
h the plan am
mendment proccess, which reequires
review an
nd approval off proposed ch
hanges by the County Com
mmission, as w
well as review
w and
comment from the state’s Departmeent of Commu
unity Affairs.

Figure 2: Urban Develo
opment Boun
ndary Map witth Boundary C
Changes.
M
County)
C
(Source: Miami-Dade

The UDB
B is required to
o contain a 15
5-year residen
ntial land suppply (10 yearss of supply pluus 5
additionall years’ supplly in reserve).. Miami-Dadee County mayy also designaate “Urban Exxpansion
Areas,” orr UEAs, outsiide the bound
dary, which arre areas consiidered to be aappropriate locations
for future growth to occcur.
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For many years, changes to the UDB resulted from staff analyses of land supply and demand, and
planning staff developed many of the proposals for UDB expansions. Two major review cycles,
in 1983 and 1988, resulted in numerous site-specific UDB changes and were done in coordination
with CDMP update cycles. The vast majority of other applications filed since 1975 have been
driven by private applicants. Many of these private applications were filed and not adopted. In the
last 15 years, this process has been driven more by private applicants than by staff analysis of
needed supply. The county’s perceived result is that moving the line is driven by landowners
wishing to amend the CDMP to bring more land inside the UDB. These proposed changes to the
UDB are considered every other year. Under the current process, many residents are concerned
that more and more land outside of the line will be subject to development pressures.
When it was first created in 1975, the UDB contained approximately 233,000 acres (364 square
miles). Since then, it has been increased by approximately 15 percent to 269,000 acres (420
square miles). (By contrast, approximately one million acres in Miami-Dade County lie outside
the UDB, much of which is permanently preserved.) Currently, about six percent of the land
inside the boundary is undeveloped.4
Most of this 36,000-acre expansion of the UDB occurred prior to 1990. Roughly half of this
expansion occurred in 1988, following passage of the Growth Management Act, when about
16,000 acres of land were added to the UDB. Realizing the long term purpose of the act to restrict
growth at the fringe, local officials expanded the boundary in the short term (in 1988) to provide a
suitable amount of land available for development. In the past 21 years, only about 2,400 acres
have been added, most of it the result of amendments in 2006, which added more than 1,400
acres.
UDB expansions have slowed in recent years in part because changes to the UDB require
approval by a supermajority of the Board of County Commissioners (meaning nine out of 13
commissioners must approve). Although proposed UDB expansions have often received a great
deal of publicity, very few have been approved since the two-thirds rule was adopted in the
1990s.5 The two-thirds rule was put in place to raise the threshold of what could be considered an
allowable expansion of the boundary. Making it more difficult to move the boundary ensured that
each change was vetted with staff, elected officials, developers, and others.

4
5

Miami-Dade County Zoning Advisory Board Hearings for Properties Outside the Boundary, November 2008.
Miami-Dade County. Comprehensive Development Master Plan, Miami-Dade County, 2008.
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Fig
gure 3: Size of
o the Urban Development Boundary, 19
975-2006. (So
ource: Miami--Dade
Co
ounty)
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According to county data, prior to 1990 the majority of the new land uses permitted through these
expansions were residential, primarily low-density residential (five units per acre) or estate
density residential (2.5 units per acre). In contrast, changes to the UDB since 1990 have arisen
primarily from proposals for non-residential development.
Though much of the land outside the UDB is owned by the federal government or otherwise
protected, some 67,000 acres are still in agricultural cultivation. Other land outside the boundary,
some of it privately owned, is required to protect and recharge Miami-Dade County’s ground
water supply. In spite of the 5-acre minimum lot size for residential development, approximately
1,250 new residences were issued permits outside the boundary between 1994 and 2006. The
EPA team’s tour of lands outside of the UDB went through areas of the county with scattered,
low-density residential development, which can be problematic for achieving some of the
county’s growth management goals of preserving agricultural land and natural resources and
encouraging development at sites with adequate infrastructure.

9

III.

CURRENT STATUS AND ISSUES

Miami-Dade County is preparing its state-mandated Evaluation and Appraisal Report (EAR). As
part of this process, the county is revisiting the CDMP and the UDB policy in a comprehensive
way for the first time in many years.
As this effort is being undertaken, participants involved in the process include advocates of infill
development, environmental groups seeking to protect wetlands outside the boundary, industry
groups wanting to protect agricultural land, greenfield landowners seeking to expand the
boundary, and the Hold the Line group, which is dedicated to not moving the UDB. Based on
information from county staff, all parties seem weary of the biennial amendment process, but
simultaneously wary of ceding their right to promote, protect, or develop their interests.
Six percent of the land inside the boundary is now undeveloped.6 It is likely that this land will
accommodate more development than it might have in the past. The county has aggressively
pursued infill opportunities through its Urban Center Districts along current or future transit lines.
The CDMP promotes urban centers in places where mass transit, roadways, and highways are
highly accessible. These centers are planned to be compact, mixed-use, and pedestrian-friendly
areas. For example, Urban Center Districts have been successfully pursued in Kendall, the current
terminus of the Metrorail line, and are underway in Naranja along the planned bus-rapid transit
line that will connect with the Metrorail in Kendall.
Nevertheless, the remaining land inside the boundary may not yield a 10- to 15-year supply
unless the county, in cooperation with the 35 cities, promotes infill development on vacant and
underused land. It is relatively easy to identify vacant parcels and determine their development
potential. While the promotion of redevelopment sites inside the UDB is a policy that needs
additional attention, support for infill development has been strong among proponents of housing
choice and using existing infrastructure resources. Coordination among local jurisdictions is
critical in finding the potential infill sites and redevelopment. Infill development has occurred
more in several Miami-Dade cities than in most other cities in Florida. However, it has proven to
be more difficult to identify the development potential on underused parcels, especially if the land
is located inside one of the cities.
Underused land may have the potential for more intense development, and in many cases the
market may be ready to absorb this new development if it is built. However, owners of underused
land are not always interested in taking advantage of this development potential, especially if they
are longtime landowners who have a low cost of living and the land is generating profits for them.
In addition, political considerations often constrain landowners’ ability to realize the maximum
development potential on underused land. Some nearby residents want to reduce the development
potential of underused land in order to preserve a low density development pattern, and elected
officials are often receptive to their concerns. Regulatory issues, such as minimum parking
standards and requirements for vertical mixed-use, can also make it difficult to redevelop these
sites when the market cannot support this type of development or when the political or
community will does not exist to support these policies.
The experiences of Miami-Dade County and other communities in the United States suggest that
land conservation goals can be difficult to achieve by relying only on the UDB policy. The 5-acre
6

Miami-Dade County Zoning Advisory Board: Hearings for Properties Outside the Boundary, November 2008.
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minimum lot size outside the UDB discourages large subdivisions but allows spread-out
development that uses a lot of land. As the housing production numbers outside the boundary
reveal, there is a market in Miami-Dade County for estate housing with 5- to 10-acre lots.7 Much
land has been developed in piecemeal fashion this way. This development pattern has been
occurring for the last 40 years, in part due to the parcelized development of land.
Even if the amount of land converted to estate housing outside the boundary is relatively small, it
can have a disproportionate impact on the sensitive land that the boundary is supposed to help
protect. The spread-out land development pattern outside the boundary can create more
stormwater runoff per household because it creates more impervious surfaces and compacted
lawns.8 This runoff picks up pollutants from roads, parking lots, and other surfaces and deposits
them in the county’s water bodies. This piecemeal pattern also makes it more difficult to maintain
a viable agricultural economy in areas outside of the UDB because some farming activities need
large pieces of land, often with a buffer between the farm and residential neighbors to reduce
complaints about noise, odor, or dust.
The dwindling supply of agricultural land is an especially urgent issue. Miami-Dade County still
has roughly 67,000 acres of agricultural land in active use outside the boundary. The problem of
splitting apart parcels of agricultural land is not new, but the issue has reached a critical point.
Farmers are already struggling to maintain profitable crops due to international competition and
are gradually shifting to higher-value-added crops in order to survive in an expensive marketplace
with limited agricultural land. Further piecemealing for spread-out development could have a
cascading effect, as it becomes more difficult for farmers to continue their operations when
residences are nearby, thereby encouraging them to seek other uses for their land or in some cases
sell their land for low-density residential development. Miami-Dade County is already
dangerously close to losing its critical mass of land in active agriculture usage (see Figure 3). The
experience of other communities indicates that if cultivation dips below 50,000 acres,9 then the
county will begin to lose agricultural suppliers and other vital pieces of infrastructure including
labor as well as irrigation efficiencies required for agriculture. Eventually, this could lead to the
demise of agriculture in the county.

7

Miami-Dade County Department of Planning and Zoning Housing at a Glance, , Research Division, February 2008.
US EPA, Protecting Water with Higher Density Development, 2006.
9 Personal communication with Subrata Basu, Assistant Director, Miami-Dade Planning Department on October 21,
2009.
8
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IV.

FUTURE OPTIONS

As Miami-Dade County reconsiders its UDB policy, the team’s review of the situation and
discussions with stakeholders suggests that the county faces two fundamental questions:


Where could the boundary ultimately be located?



What process could be used to amend the boundary?

The first of these two questions is a public policy and political question beyond the scope of this
project. Many of the answers to this question are found by discussing the topic with a diverse
range of stakeholders within south Florida. The boundary location depends on their opinions and
on policy decisions made at the staff and county executive levels. The decision about the final
location of a growth boundary is closely linked to the fundamental reasons for the boundary itself.
For example, if the core purpose of the boundary is to protect agricultural lands, then the
boundary is likely close to a final location in some areas of the county. If, on the other hand, the
boundary is intended to promote compact, orderly expansion of the urban area, then the boundary
would then need to be expanded every so often so as to accommodate the region’s growing
population.
The second question, which the team was charged with answering, focuses on process and
revolves around the issues of clarity and certainty. Most of the stakeholders that the team talked
to were unhappy with a process that revolves around regular fights over project-initiated
proposals. They also saw the process as offering little certainty to development interests and
landowners outside of the UDB.
To determine a process for expanding the UDB, the county could consider the following
questions:


What methodology could be used to determine land supply?



What policies could be in place inside the boundary to encourage infill development?



What policies could be in place outside the boundary to encourage land conservation?

While these questions exist help frame the discussion of what to do with the UDB, this section
will describe actions in two main topic areas: Options for Boundary Location and Process
Options. Subsequent sections will discuss Outside-the-Line Policies and Inside-the-Line Policies.
A.

POLICY OPTIONS

The county has five fundamental options with respect to the boundary line’s location:
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Hold the line where it is in perpetuity and promote redevelopment and infill to
accommodate growth in the county.



Allow the line to move gradually until it reaches the boundaries of the Everglades,
Biscayne National Park, and other natural and manmade boundaries.



Choose
C
a final boundary som
mewhere in between
b
the cuurrent UDB aand the Evergglades,
Biscayne
B
Natio
onal Park, and
d other naturaal resources.



Remove
R
the bo
oundary altog
gether. This op
ption was nott discussed att the workshopp.



Make
M
no chang
ges. This optiion was not discussed at thhe workshop, but policy is available.

Any of these options will
w have conssequences for land supply m
methodologyy, policy approoaches,
and manaagement of thee boundary. While
W
the projject focuses oon process opttions, the couunty must
also deterrmine which of
o these option
ns makes the most sense too choose. As the process ffor
determinin
ng the line an
nd the boundaary location arre inherently linked, it is im
mportant for the county
to decide its goal for grrowth manageement and select a processs and boundarry location thhat are
complemeentary.

Figure 4: Different land
d uses (agricu
ulture and ressidential) mee
et
velopment bo
oundary. (Sou
urce: Subrata Basu)
at the dev

B.

PROCESS
S OPTIONS

The two most
m viable op
ptions for the process of co
onsidering am
mendments to the UDB apppear to be:


A “Business as Usual” Ap
pproach: A co
ontinuation off the current ssystem of havving an
applicant-driv
ven process to propose bou
undary changges every twoo years.



An “Analysiss of Land Sup
pply” Approaach: A shift too updating thee boundary less
frequently (every 5-7 yearrs) based on staff
s
analysis of land supplly during a reggular,
programmed process such
h as the EAR process.
p

d in meetings with interest groups and th
the public, thee team found most
During itss site visit and
stakeholders appear weeary of the Bu
usiness as Usu
ual system off biennial, appplicant-drivenn
amendmeent application
ns. They perceive this proccess to be exppensive, time consuming, aand
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combative, often leading to unhappiness from both winners and losers in the process. Yet at the
same time, most stakeholders appear to have a hard time envisioning a better alternative.
Landowners appear to like the current system because it gives them control over when, where,
and how they may seek an amendment to the boundary. Despite this sense of control, however,
applicants almost never succeed in winning approval for an amendment application.
This system has an additional component—movement of the line is also based on a 15-year
supply to accommodate growth. This means that regardless of specific discussions about
individual parcels, decisions are ultimately guided by the need to keep a designated amount of
land available for future development. This distinction is important to note because it illustrates
that the county does have long-term planning in mind with the current system.
By contrast, boundary advocates, such as the Hold the Line organization, often express
displeasure with the current applicant-driven system, arguing that it gives landowners too many
opportunities to pursue amendments to the boundary, resulting in many one-off fights. Yet under
the current system, these boundary advocates almost always win these fights. Amendment
applications, which require a supermajority approach, are almost never approved.
The Analysis of Land Supply approach is used in many places, and it has many variations. In
metropolitan Portland, for example, the region is required under state law to maintain a 20-year
supply of land inside the boundary. The law gives Metro, the elected regional planning body,
latitude in determining the need. By contrast, in metropolitan Seattle, Washington, the power to
change the Urban Growth Area (UGA) lies not with the regional planning agency, but with the
counties. In both cases, however, the boundary is established not in response to individual
applications but as the result of a periodic analysis of supply and demand.
Alternatively, California’s Local Agency Formation Commissions (LAFCOs) use a process in
which land use policies are guided by a state-commissioned entity. Each county has a LAFCO, a
regulatory and quasi-legislative commission. LAFCOs are the California state legislature’s agent
to make indirect land-use decisions—controlling timing and location of land use but not directing
land use decisions. For example, a LAFCO cannot force a zoning decision or overturn a city
decision on a subdivision. For more information, see Appendix B.
A shift to an analysis of land supply update process would have many advantages like further
predictability of the process, but would require stakeholders to accept a different type of risk than
they experience in the current system. Landowners would have to accept that they could not seek
amendments frequently; boundary advocates would have to accept that the boundary might be
expanded, though in the context of a more comprehensive growth strategy. A move to this
alternative approach would likely stimulate more intense debate over the methodology the county
uses to calculate land supply. A land analysis-based periodic update would allow the county to
plan future urban development in expansion areas more comprehensively.
Despite these changes, intense debates over the line would not vanish under a land supply
analysis process; rather, they would shift focus from individual landowners and their applications
to the overall question of whether and when the boundary could be expanded. This, in turn, would
shift the debate away from the merits and costs of proposed project-based expansions and toward
the county’s methodology for determining land supply needs, which would presumably drive the
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process. The EAR, which must be completed every seven years, would provide a logical
opportunity for this periodic update.
Either choice has consequences for policy, methodology, and management. Where the line is and
whatever the process is, the county will need:



C.

A clear, technically sound methodology to assess underused and vacant land capacity.
Strong and/or highly tailored policies both inside and outside the line to direct growth and
development.
Political will to commit to the UDB as the main growth management policy.
METHODOLOGY ALTERNATIVES AND IMPLICATIONS

As stated above, the shift to a more comprehensive staff-driven approach would place more
scrutiny on the county’s methodology for determining vacant land supply. Miami-Dade faces a
fundamental choice in approaching how it quantifies the need for additional land. This decision is
not about the skill or adequacy with which the Miami-Dade staff executes these analyses. Instead,
the issue lies with the choice of methodology that would be used to model development potential
and future land use need.
The methodology is used to assess the future residential needs relative to available supply. It is, in
part, based on recent trends but also incorporates expected future outcomes that have not been
seen in the past. Residential supply is based on the amount of developable vacant land including
underutilized parcels, redevelopment capacity, and capacity within urban centers. The capacity of
vacant parcels, including small infill parcels, is counted at 80 percent of the maximum allowable
capacity based on the existing land use and zoning. The capacity of urban centers is similarly
analyzed. Redevelopment capacity is based on large scale approval by local jurisdictions and
estimates of future redevelopment capacity. Refinements to the methodology are being made to
capture future potential redevelopment capacity based on building to land value ratios; age of
structure; and the ratio of allowable to existing density. Capacity analysis is continuously adjusted
to account for all relevant changes.
Residential demand is assessed in terms of housing units that will be needed to accommodate
projected population growth of the county over the planning horizon. The population growth
figures are converted into housing units by applying the persons per household ratio to determine
residential demand. This ratio is adjusted as new data becomes available. The demand is then
divided into the need for single-family and multi-family type demand. This mix is adjusted based
on historic and recent trends in development and is updated annually.
As an alternative, Miami-Dade County could adopt a methodology used in other places that
forecasts that the county’s policy efforts will succeed in creating more compact development and
more mixed-use and transit-oriented development. In Portland, it is called “outcomes-based”
planning. Portland recently used this methodology to determine that its Urban Growth Boundary
need not be expanded by large amounts. Rather than assume that current trends will continue into
the future, this approach assumes that the county’s policies will be effective. This methodology,
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not surprisingly, is likely to result in a smaller projected need for land in the future than the
current methodology.10
While an outcomes-based methodology creates a stronger link to the CDMP’s goals, this
approach is not common in the United States. Employing an outcomes-based approach requires
belief in the power of the CDMP to yield real change on the landscape and the political support to
model future conditions based upon the goals and policies of the plan.
The choice of methodology is fundamental to the future of Miami-Dade County because it will
drive planning, population, and employment projections and capital improvement program (CIP)
investments. For example, a “past trends” model is much more likely to yield CIP investments
that support lower-density growth across the county and therefore work at cross-purposes with
the UDB—even though one of the major purposes of the UDB is to assist in efficiently delivering
public services, such as roads, water, and sewer. In contrast, an outcomes-based methodology is
more likely to yield CIP investments that work with the CDMP’s policies to support more
compact development, promote mixed uses, and develop a land use pattern that supports a range
of transportation modes. The choice of methodology is linked to the county’s belief in and
commitment to the CDMP; the current approach reflects a view that the plan is ineffective, while
the proposed alternative sees the plan as a vision that can be realized.

10
Metro, Urban Growth Report, http://www.oregonmetro.gov/index.cfm/go/by.web/id=29959. Accessed September 25,
2010.
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V.

OUTSIDE-THE-LINE POLICY

While the current UDB encourages compact, mixed-use development inside the boundary, it does
not guarantee that environmental goals—especially protection of agricultural land and wetlands—
will be achieved outside the boundary. These goals are threatened by some county policies
outside the boundary, especially the 5-acre zoning requirement. This threat would remain even if
the current boundary is never changed.
Given that the Bert Harris Act11 makes further downzoning unlikely, the county could consider a
variety of policy tools outside the boundary to protect these lands, including:


A master plan for the ultimate conservation and development of the area currently outside
the boundary

This approach would use a formal planning process to determine where an appropriate ultimate
boundary could be located. Once this study is completed, the master plan would allow
development inside the relocated boundary and require conservation outside that boundary. The
master plan would be final, and no further expansion of the boundary would be allowed. This
approach has the advantage of determining the ultimate use of all land outside the boundary at
once, ensuring that sensitive land would be permanently preserved. Some land would
undoubtedly be earmarked for eventual development, but the comprehensive nature of the
planning effort opens up the possibility of development that promotes the county’s goal of
compact development. At the same time, the plan would likely call for permanent preservation of
large portions of land outside the current boundary using a variety of mechanisms, including
landowner dedications in exchange for development and other tools described in this section.
In Florida, the state’s Optional Sector Planning (OSP) model has been used by several
communities as they develop long-term sector plans for large swaths of largely undeveloped
tracts. While this program is capped at five demonstration communities, the county might
research the OSP model if it pursues this option. This approach has been widely used in Southern
California, which, in general, does not have urban growth boundaries. In San Diego, Orange, and
Riverside counties, regional-scale planning processes—driven in large part by the need to protect
federally listed endangered species—have laid out ultimate conservation and development areas.
Perhaps the most comprehensive approach has been taken in Riverside County, California, where
the Riverside County Integrated Project12 creates zones that will be developed and zones that will
be conserved, as well as new transportation corridors to serve the developed zones and a land use
plan for the unincorporated areas.

11 Florida State Senate. Bert Harris Act.
http://www.flsenate.gov/statutes/index.cfm?App_Mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=Ch0070/Sec001.htm
&StatuteYear=2004. Accessed November 17, 2010.
12
Riverside County Integrated Project. http://www.rcip.org. Accessed September 20, 2010.
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A formal phasing plan using the Urban Expansion Area mechanism

The current UDB system includes a very valuable but underused tool: the Urban Expansion Area
(UEA).13 The UEA system could be quite effective if paired with a county-established ultimate
boundary, with the UEAs employed to phase development to that ultimate boundary. This
approach would require the county to reassess its current UEAs, most likely designating more or
different areas for expansion. The county would also likely need to create some kind of “trigger”
that would allow the boundary to be moved to include UEAs. For example, the process could
trigger an expansion of the UDB when available land inside the boundary drops below a certain
threshold or when overall densities within a given UEA reach a certain point.
The Urban Expansion Areas policy is as follows:
When additional supply is needed,
I. The following areas shall Not be Considered:
a. The Northwest Wellfield Protection Area;
b. Water Conservation Areas, Biscayne Aquifer Recharge Areas, and Everglades
Buffer Areas designated by the SFWMD; and
c. The Redland area.
II. The following areas shall be Avoided:
a. Delineated Future Wetlands;
b. Land designated Agriculture;
c. Category 1 Hurricane Evacuation Areas;
III. The following areas shall be given Priority:
a. Tiers having the earliest projected supply depletion year;
b. Land contiguous to the UDB;
c. Locations within one mile of a Planned Urban Center or Extraordinary Transit
Service corridor.
d. Locations having projected surplus service capacity where necessary facilities
and services can be readily extended.14

Another possible scenario is assessing the need at the Evaluation and Appraisal Report (EAR)
every seven years for a 10-year period with yearly update/review. Any modification during the
seven-year EAR process to the UDB would be based purely on projected needs, resulting in
possible designation of UEAs as needed. Any request for expansion could be made only within
the UEA and would be required to meet a set of criteria (e.g., design standards, minimum size
development, transfer of development rights, basic street layout and cross-sections, etc.).

13

The UEA is the area located between the 2005 UDB and the 2015 Boundary. It is the area where current projections
indicate that further urban development beyond the 2005 UDB is likely to be warranted sometime between the year
2005 and 2015.
14 Miami-Dade County. The Urban Development Boundary: Holding the Line for Our Quality of Life.
http://www.miamidade.gov/district08/library/hold-the-line-presentation-web.pdf. Accessed August 5, 2009.
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A bettter-coordinatted set of land
d acquisition programs

One impo
ortant way thaat the county is
i pursuing laand conservati
tion goals outside the bounndary is
through th
he acquisition
n of land by a variety of en
ntities, includiing the water managementt district,
other utiliity agencies, nonprofit
n
land
d organization
ns, and the coounty’s Environmentally
Endangered Land (EEL
L) program. All
A these prog
grams use pubblic or philantthropic fundss to
purchase sensitive land
d from willing
g sellers. Thesse efforts wouuld be more eeffective at prrotecting
the most critical
c
lands if they were coordinated
c
with
w each otheer, with the C
CDMP future lland use
map, and with the proccess of amend
ding the UDB. To assist in the success oof the EEL prrogram,
the county
y has been wo
orking to secu
ure land throu
ugh a Purchasse of Developpment Rights (PDR)
program, which holds great
g
potentiaal to protect sensitive land outside the U
UDB—especially
agriculturral land that can be cultivatted by privatee owners evenn after the rights have beenn sold.
oordination between
b
grow
wth policies an
nd land acquissition program
ms can lead too a
Lack of co
situation where
w
different governmen
nt agencies arre working at cross purposses, which cann cause
policy con
nfusion and make
m
it more expensive
e
forr agencies to ppurchase landd or developm
ment
rights. For example, th
he movement of Orange Co
ounty, Floridaa’s urban servvices area in tthe
vicinity of the Econlocckhatchee Riv
ver caused thee St. John’s w
water district tto purchase thhe land at a
very high price.15

Figure 5: Land acquisittion and prote
ection program
ms provide ha
abitat for bird
ds like this flocck of
ource: Subratta Basu)
wilets. (So



Largeer and more targeted
t
comp
pensation pro
ograms

A PDR prrogram has beeen effective in many com
mmunities, butt it has two innherent limitattions.
First, it is limited to wiilling sellers; key landowners may chooose not to selll. Second, it iss limited

15
Fulton et al, “The Shape of
o Metropolitan Growth: How Policy Tools Shappe Growth Patteerns in Seattle annd Orlando,
Brookings Institution,
I
2006; http://www.sollimar.org/virtuall/index.html#20006
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by the availability of financial resources. Purchase of development rights is expensive because
most of the land’s value is tied to its development rights.
The county could consider expanding the PDR program and also implementing a Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) program, as called for in the CMDP, to provide even more permanent
protection for agricultural land outside the UDB. There are several TDR programs in Florida,
although few of them are aimed at agricultural lands. Palm Beach, Sarasota, and St. Lucie
counties each have employed TDR programs aimed in part at protecting active agricultural and
ranch lands. These programs vary substantially in their design and implementation, but each has
identified agricultural lands in its TDR sending areas and linked its TDR programs to other
planning tools aimed at protecting these areas from encroaching suburban development.
For instance, Sarasota uses TDR in conjunction with several other incentives, including density
bonuses and the Sensitive Land Purchase Program; further discussion of these programs can be
found in Appendix B.
TDRs can be used in innovative ways to implement a development and conservation plan, even
with a UDB. King County, Washington, has a pilot project in its 2008 Comprehensive Plan
Update for the expansion of its UGA to include the Covington Creek development. The
expansion for this project is contingent upon the use of a TDR to increase the density of
development in the project area and to ensure the conservation of rural land in another area at a
ratio of four acres of conserved rural land for each new acre of urban land. Since adoption of the
plan, economic conditions have shifted, and the Covington Creek development has not been built.
The 2008 Comprehensive Plan Update did not include policy language for the general expansion
of the UGA in other parts of the county using this process. However, the pilot project would
presumably be the basis for the development of this type of policy in the future.
The future role of TDR in King County’s UGA expansion policy is uncertain. However, future
policy will likely be based upon the preliminary policy agreement for the pilot project, which was
simplified and generalized before being adopted in the 2008 Comprehensive Plan. The
preliminary policy agreement establishes requirements for proposed projects that would require
altering the UGA. In order to alter the UGA, projects would be required to be between 10 and 100
acres in size, located adjacent to the original 1994 Urban Growth Boundary, be accessible for
urban utilities and not within an Agricultural Production District or Forest Production District.
The projects would be required to purchase TDRs from rural sites outside the expansion area
which provide a buffer of permanently preserved open space.


Better-targeted agricultural policies

Ensuring the long-term viability of agriculture in Miami-Dade County will require far more than
simply holding the UDB in its current position. The 5-acre lot zoning will continue to take
farmland out of production because such lots can be used for low-density development rather than
agriculture.
In many other places around the country, this situation has been addressed by downzoning land to
20-, 40-, 80-, or 160-acre lots to eliminate the possibility of low-density development. This
approach is not feasible in Florida’s legal context. Therefore, in addition to the TDR/PDR
programs mentioned above, the county could consider restricting 5-acre lot zoning outside the
boundary to agricultural operations only. In addition, the county could work with farmers and
20

other agencies to help farmers find and connect with new markets for their products as a response
to the current problem of being undercut by foreign producers.

Evaluating the Outside-the-Line Options
None of the above tools is revolutionary or untested in the state. Each of these approaches has
been used successfully in other metropolitan areas in the United States and in Florida to ensure
permanent conservation of natural areas and working landscapes close to development. These
tools work best if used together; there are substantial synergies between many of these strategies
with the potential to yield more effective outcomes when employed in a coherent, cohesive
manner. Those communities that have been most successful in managing growth at their edges,
including Portland, Seattle, and Sarasota, have employed a range of planning tools to do so.
Boulder County, Colorado, also employs strategies that are focused on getting results from their
outside-the-line policies. The county has an extensive conservation program that purchases land
to create a greenbelt of parks and open space. Each policy is geared toward meeting the strategic
goals of accommodating growth and preserving assets related to natural resources. To accomplish
these goals, Boulder County buys land at fair market value that will add to open space that can be
added to its greenbelt system – land that will be preserved and direct future growth and
development away from sensitive lands, as well as minimizing the annexation of land that does
not have adequate infrastructure to accommodate the growth. For more about this program and
other strategies in Boulder County, see Appendix B.
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VI.

INSIDE
N
-THE-L
LINE POLICY
Y

No matterr where the UDB
U
is located
d, strong and clear developpment policiees inside the liine will be
required to
t achieve dessired developm
ment, environ
nmental, and economic goals. Miami-D
Dade
County haas a long histo
ory of employ
ying effectivee infill and reddevelopment policies and using
infrastructture investmeents to supporrt developmen
nt that promootes the CDMP’s goals. In many
ways, Miaami-Dade County and its municipalities
m
s are leaders iin the state inn this regard. F
For
example, the Metroraill transit system
m and planneed expansionss of both rail aand bus rapidd transit
have creatted a solid baackbone upon which to create more com
mpact nodes innside the UDB
B. The
county haas pursued this type of deveelopment in unincorporate
u
ed urban centeers such as Keendall and
Naranja. However,
H
to promote
p
infilll developmen
nt even more ssuccessfully aand to create compact,
mixed-usee centers, the county wantss to take addittional steps too achieve its ppolicy goals rrelated to
infill deveelopment.
One optio
on the county could consider is to develo
op policies thhat direct grow
wth to existinng
communitties and makee it easier for those places to
t absorb groowth. With inccentives to grrow inside
the line, in
nfill developm
ment would reeduce growth
h pressures onn rural areas; uuse land, infrrastructure,
and servicces efficiently
y; and improv
ve quality of life in older coommunities. F
For example, the state
of Marylaand recognizeed the benefitss of infill in many
m
communnities, from B
Baltimore’s reevitalized
waterfron
nt neighborhoo
ods to tight-k
knit villages liike Centrevillle and downtoown Ellicott C
City due to
its statewiide priority fu
unding areas program
p
that encouraged ggrowth and deevelopment tooward
areas that had existing services and infrastructuree. The key to this program
m is to providee
devvelopment fuunds and resouurces to
com
mmunities thaat are planninng for
groowth at infill sites. A succeessful
inffill strategy att the local levvel
maaintains or resstores continuuity to
streeetscapes, strrengthens
neiighborhoods, preserves hisstoric
struuctures, and iintroduces compatible
usees that complement existinng
mmunity attriibutes and fullfill local
com
neeeds.16 Infill caapitalizes on pprevious
pubblic investmeents made in eexisting
inffrastructure annd minimizess the need
for costly new innfrastructure..
Furrthermore, neew infrastructture that
serrves spread ouut developmeent
typpically serves fewer
u
infrrastructure in infill areas. W
Work commisssioned by
customerss/households than new or upgraded
EPA analy
yzed the infraastructure cossts for a 750-aacre site in Soouth Carolinaa comparing a
traditional neighborhoo
od developmeent (TND) an
nd a conventioonal subdivisiion found signnificant
cost savin
ngs for the inffill TND site. Response tim
mes for emerggency and pollice services ccan be
shorter for neighborhoo
ods in existin
ng communitiees than in perripheral, spreaad-out areas.117
Figure 6: Downtown revitalization in Baltimore,
Marylan
nd. (Source: Eric
E Vance, US
S EPA)
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Perhaps the most important area to address is how the county can coordinate infill development
with the 35 cities in its jurisdiction. Much of the available land inside the UDB is inside city
boundaries. In theory, the county has the power to assert land use control over critical areas inside
cities, as it has done around transit stations. But asserting further control, though possible, is
fraught with potential political problems. A more collaborative option might be for the county to
coordinate with cities not only regarding land availability and data (which happens now) but also
regarding infill development policies. Wherever possible, municipal comprehensive plans could
align their policies with those of the county so that the UDB can perform its regional purpose of
directing development to existing and emerging centers.
One of the most comprehensive resources on infill strategies, specifically about connecting
growth management to encouraging in-town redevelopment, is the New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs’ Infill Development Standards and Policy Guide.18 This document contains
strategies and programs that can be used for infill development. Any community can benefit from
the application of these resources, but Miami-Dade County in particular might want to examine
the infill financing strategies. This guide provides specific requirements for promoting infill
development such as contiguous parcel development and enabling eminent domain to be used in
specific instances when economic benefit of redevelopment can be realized. Financial tools like
Location Efficient Mortgages are also part of the toolbox employed by the state. New Jersey has
also put in place Sustainable Jersey,19 a statewide voluntary program where local governments put
in place policies to encourage sustainability and infill practices and in return, funding for
development and sustainability is made available to continue their work.
Location efficiency is also employed in Illinois, particularly in Chicago. This strategy has been an
integral part of getting residents to understand the connections between housing and
transportation costs. Investing in areas with transit benefits the entire region. In addition, Chicago
city staff work with community development organizations and nonprofits to finance land
purchase and site rehabilitation. In general, this coordination is typically complemented by
strategies to streamline the development process by reviewing plans prior to submittal for formal
review, thus making it easier for more creative projects to receive approval. The goal is to have
broad policies that encourage sustainable growth and development, as well as putting into place
specific strategies that make infill development the preferred and cost efficient choice.
Either on its own or in collaboration with cities, the county could step up its efforts to promote
infill development. Most of these ideas are already in the county’s planning policies, but the
county could implement the ideas more aggressively. Tying UDB expansion to use of these
ideas—for example, by creating a “trigger” that allows expansion only when certain densities
inside the line are achieved—could encourage infill.
Efforts to incorporate infill strategies into public policy could have several aspects, including:


Ensuring that infrastructure investments are targeted to designated infill areas. Though they
often have available land, infill areas frequently do not have the necessary infrastructure

18

State of New Jersey. Infill Development Standards and Policy Guide
http://www.state.nj.us/dca/divisions/osg/docs/infillstandards060106.pdf. June 2006.
19 Municipal Land Use Center at the College of New Jersey. Sustainable Jersey. www.sustainablejersey.com. Accessed
November 2, 2010.
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capaccity for expansion. At the same time, thee county’s inffrastructure innvestment is ssometimes
directted to spread-out, greenfielld developmeent. Alignmennt between tarrgeted infill aareas and
infrasstructure invesstment is vitaal.


Ensurring that infilll policies refleect market reaalities, so thaat developers ttake advantagge of infill
opporrtunities when
n they are avaailable but aree not hamstrunng by unrealiistic policies oor goals.
For ex
xample, altho
ough there is often
o
considerrable politicaal pressure to maximize parrking in a
new project,
p
new developments
d
in compact, mixed-use arreas often do nnot need as m
much
parkin
ng as is mand
dated by minim
mum parking
g requirementss. In many coommunities, thhese
requirrements were developed fo
or greenfield projects
p
accesssible only byy car and mayy not be
relevaant for infill projects
p
with good
g
walking
g, biking, andd transit access. A careful rreview of
minim
mum parking requirements may be warrranted, especiially for projeects located inn areas
with good
g
transporrtation option
ns. EPA’s Parrking Spaces/C
/Community P
Places: Findinng the
Balan
nce: Finding the
t Balance Through
T
Smarrt Growth Sollutions providdes an additioonal
perspeective on thiss issue.20



uing both vertical and horizzontal mixed--use. Reviewiing developm
ment requests oover the
Pursu
previo
ous few yearss and confirm
ming with coun
nty staff, dem
mand for mixeed-use buildinngs may
not bee substantial, but there is in
ncreasing dem
mand for mixeed-use districcts, in which ddifferent
uses are
a convenien
ntly located within
w
walking
g distance from
m one anotheer. County policy has
often emphasized “vertical
“
mixeed-use” (mixeed-use withinn individual buuildings), whhich is
expen
nsive and diffficult to build and often harrd to market tto end users ddue to the factt that this
type of
o development carries a hiigher risk from
m lenders andd is harder to phase in likee
horizo
ontal mixed-u
use.
Otherr metropolitan
n areas
as div
verse as Sioux
x Falls,
South
h Dakota, and
Austin
n, Texas, hav
ve
found
d success with
ha
“horizzontal mixed--use”
strateg
gy, with policcies
that bring commercial,
officee, and light
industtrial uses closser to
resideential areas. A
horizo
ontal mixed-u
use
strateg
gy can make sense
in mo
ore spread-outt,
autom
mobile-orienteed
placess outside of th
he
Fig
gure 7: Exam
mple of mixed--use developm
ment in down
ntown
primaary transit corrridors
Ke
endall, Florida
a. (Source: Su
ubrata Basu)
and urban centers.



Promo
oting a varietty of housing types, sizes, and
a styles andd providing oopportunities ffor these
produ
ucts to come to market. Maany household
ds today neithher want nor nneed a large hhouse and

20

U.S. EPA
A, Parking Spacees/Community Pllaces: Finding th
he Balance throuugh Smart Growt
wth Solutions. U.S. EPA,
2006, p. 20--28.
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a high-maintenance yard. Many of these households prefer a smaller home conveniently
located near day-to-day services and transit and in a walkable community.


Promoting higher density employment centers near transit stations. One way to concentrate
employment is a minimum density requirement in place of the more traditional maximum
densities found in many local zoning and land development regulations.

San Diego’s Smart Growth Opportunity Areas policy is a comprehensive inside-the-line strategy
that is very similar to Miami-Dade County’s urban centers concept. Smart Growth Opportunity
Areas are “pedestrian-friendly activity centers that are connected to other activity centers by
transit or could be in the future.”21 San Diego promotes infill by targeting growth and
development in transit corridors and centers. These centers are based on how large the center is
and where it is located.
The Smart Growth Opportunity Areas consist of priority areas for infrastructure improvements
and development potential. To realize the goals of the Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, San
Diego County provides incentives for development such as permit streamlining; reduced parking
standards; and flexibility for mixed-use development, infill development, and affordable housing.
The result of these policies is to create communities and neighborhoods where residents have
transportation options to access destinations like stores, their place of business, or civic uses.
Typically, planning for and designing neighborhoods that provide transit access to homes and
businesses is a significant component of the city of San Diego’s General Plan.

21

San Diego Association of Governments. Land Use and Regional Growth.
http://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=334&fuseaction=projects.detail. Accessed November 18, 2010.
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VII.

ENVIRONMEN
NTAL ISSUES
S

Successfu
ul growth man
nagement in Miami-Dade
M
County
C
is crittical to the ecconomic,
environmental, and culltural preservaation of the reegion. Policiees and goals hhave been estaablished
to addresss these needs. Developmen
nt decisions both small andd large have ggreat impacts on the
built and natural
n
enviro
onments. Whiile not formallly part of thee scope of thiss project, adddressing
climate ch
hange mitigattion and adapttation can occcur through fo
focusing on poolicies that work to
preserve land,
l
reduce water
w
usage, and
a improve air
a quality thrrough reductioon of vehicle miles
traveled. Initiatives
I
like the Southeaast Climate Action Compacct provide a ccentral effort for
Miami-Daade County, Broward
B
Coun
nty, Monroe County,
C
and P
Palm Beach C
County to woork
together to address clim
mate change. This compact works to co ordinate locaal, regional, sttate, and
federal acctions on clim
mate issues. Th
his group is taaking the leadd on a climatee action plan. Policies
from this report could be
b incorporatted into this climate work tto ensure cont
ntinual coordinnation.
This type of coordinatiion of policiess and procedu
ures are appli cable in comm
munities arouund the
country.
The UDB
B’s goals outsiide the line arre to preserve wetlands andd agriculturall land. While it is not a
the creation oof a developm
primary focus
fo
of the cu
urrent processs for growth management,
m
ment
process where
w
develop
pers are encou
uraged to conssider the longg-term preservvation of landd would
help comm
munities reap
p environmenttal benefits from protectingg highly sensitive areas, reesulting in
better watter and air quaality.
inside the UD
Keeping development
d
DB can help South
S
Florida ’s efforts to ppreserve Everglades’
species, in
ncluding Florrida panthers, Cape Sable seaside
s
sparroows, and Ameerican crocoddiles.
Strong lan
nd protection can help prottect wetlands,, restore disruupted timing aand flows of w
water, and
protect waater quality, including in South
S
Florida’’s lakes and eestuaries. It caan also preserrve habitat
for wadin
ng birds and other species and
a help fightt the loss of nnative habitat to exotic speccies. Many
organizatiions and grou
ups have comee together to support
s
maint
ntaining the U
UDB where it is now,
including Audubon of Florida, Enviironmental an
nd Land Use C
Center, Sierraa Club, and m
many
otheers.22

Figure 8: Farmers ma
arket in down
ntown Miami,
Florida. (Source: Sub
brata Basu)

Insidde the line, thhe UDB is foccused on
morre efficient proovisions of puublic
servvices, compacct developmennt, and
prom
moting transpportation optioons, which
can reduce the am
mount people need to
drivve and thus redduce air polluution and
greeenhouse gas eemissions. Inffill
strattegies and moore compact
deveelopment in aappropriate loocations
can bring new am
menities and
oppoortunities to ccommunities and make
insidde-the-line neeighborhoods more
attrractive places to live, reduccing
devvelopment preessure outsidee the line.
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However, the environmental benefits of the UDB would likely increase if the UDB process were
accompanied by stronger policies for areas both inside and outside the line. Using the tools
suggested in the Outside the Line section will make it easier to permanently preserve sensitive
land; using the tools suggested in the Inside the Line section will make it easier for people to
walk, bike, or take transit to their destinations.
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VIII.

NEXT STEPS

It is clear that “businesss as usual” iss not working as well as th e assorted staakeholders in MiamiDade Cou
unty would lik
ke. Some step
ps the county could consideer to respondd to stakeholdeers’
concerns and
a better usee the UDB incclude:





Make policcy decisions about
a
the design and use oof the UDB inn a manner thaat
considers impacts
i
to development in
nside and outsside the line;
Review an
nd confirm thee relevance off the guiding principles beehind the UDB
B;
Employ a methodology
m
y that envision
ns a future in which the lannd use analysiis needs
are projectted and prediccted accuratelly to ensure ppredictability for developerrs; and
Pursue a multi-faceted
m
package
p
of po
olicies and prrograms that w
work to prom
mote infill
redevelopm
ment in urban
n areas and prrotect environnmentally sennsitive lands aand active
agriculturaal lands outsid
de the UDB.

mportant issu
ues for this reggion. Given thhe time and rresources
Climate change is one of the most im
o the Southeaast Climate Acction Compacct by Miami-D
Dade Countyy and the otherr partners,
devoted to
it is clear actions on that effort and those
t
generated from this w
work need to be coordinated in
order to produce
p
effecttive results. While
W
separatee initiatives arre necessary aand purposefu
ful, county
officials must
m pay atten
ntion to resultts produced frrom these sepparate efforts.. To that end,
informatio
on can be shaared and decissions will be the
t result of innformed opinnions that aim
m to
achieve co
oordinated results.
To accom
mplish these th
hings, county staff and
elected offficials could review this reeport (and
the PowerrPoint presenttations from the
t
October 2009
2
worksho
op) to determiine which
elements are
a the most relevant
r
for moving
m
forward. Decisions
D
abo
out how to pro
oceed
could be discussed
d
in a workshop with
w a
group of key
k stakehold
ders and/or a half-day
h
public sesssion to review
w selected op
ptions.
Once this is complete, a course of acction
might incllude establish
hing a protoco
ol for
changing and updating
g the UDB. Th
he entire
documentt provides a seeries of decisions that
need to bee made and op
ptions for con
nsideration
in order to
o determine th
he most appro
opriate
course of action for gro
owth managem
ment in
Miami-Daade County.

Figure 9: P reserving wa
ater bodies req
quires
attention to
o stormwater rrun-off and
pollutants. (Source: Ericc Vance, US E
EPA)

To facilitaate this process, county staaff might review these optiions, vet theirr preferences with the
appropriate stakeholders, and coord
dinate decision
n-making witth complemenntary efforts ((such as
work for the
t Southeastt Climate Actiion Compact and implemeentation of Miiami21).
It is also important
i
to recognize
r
the role that methodology plaays in shapingg and driving decisionmaking. There
T
really iss no “objectiv
ve” methodolo
ogy to determ
mine the land supply becauuse any
chosen sy
ystem will hav
ve some assum
mptions and preconception
p
ns, unless all factors and innputs are
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agreed to by a consensus agreement. The methodology chosen might assume a future urban
form—either a continuation of the current situation or the successful implementation of the
county’s policies. The UDB debate cannot be resolved until there is consensus about what kind of
future Miami-Dade County could both forecast and plan for. Concurrent with any review of the
UDB could be a serious consideration of the methodology employed by planning staff. As
discussed in this report, the team believes that Miami-Dade County would be well served by
closely considering the “planning for the future” approach employed by many successful
communities in the United States.
While this document is grounded in the experience of Miami-Dade County, the lessons are easily
transferred to a larger and broader audience (i.e., communities seeking ideas on how to manage
growth plus the tools to do it effectively).
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IX.

CONCLUSION

With its commitment to managing growth through the UDB and the larger growth management
system that has been in place for several decades, Miami-Dade County has a good start on getting
the type of development that meets its environmental and economic goals. The UDB itself creates
a significant barrier to extensive development in environmentally sensitive areas, and it clearly
drives some development to infill locations. Miami-Dade would not be as compact and efficient
an urban area without the UDB. Cities and counties throughout Florida can look to Miami-Dade
County’s experience and learn from its many successes. The county has pursued many other
important and effective policies that complement the UDB, ranging from the PDR and EEL
programs outside the line to the Urban Center strategy inside the line. In sum, the extensive
benefits of well-managed and planned development are clear in Miami-Dade County, and the
county’s elected officials and citizens should be proud of the many successes that came from this
“quality growth” process.
The UDB makes it easier for the county to achieve more compact and walkable urban centers,
strengthen the viability of agricultural areas outside the line, and protect unique environmentally
sensitive lands in the county. This is why the policies inside and outside the line are just as
important as where the line goes. Despite the focus upon the UDB, no discussion about UDB
location and amendment process could move forward without a discussion about how to
strengthen and better implement these policies.
Miami-Dade County has a long history of innovative and forward-thinking planning initiatives,
many of which have shaped growth in the county for the better. Central to this commitment to
effective governance has been the UDB, which has been in place for over three decades.
The team’s assessment is that the UDB has been and remains an effective tool for promoting the
county’s development goals in the region. However, because of a lack of agreement over the core
purpose(s) of the UDB and a contested process for considering changes to the UDB, the time is
ripe for a detailed review and assessment of this central tool of the CDMP.
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APPENDIX A: EPA’S SMART GROWTH IMPLEMENTATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AND
MIAMI-DADE COUNTY SITE VISIT
Communities around the country are interested in fostering economic growth, protecting
environmental resources, and planning for development, but they may lack the tools, resources, or
information to achieve these goals. In response to this demand, the Development, Community,
and Environment Division (now the Office of Sustainable Communities) of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) launched the Smart Growth Implementation Assistance
(SGIA) Program. This competitive program provides technical assistance through contractor
services to selected communities to help them meet economic, environmental, and other
community goals.
Miami-Dade County was one of three communities selected to participate in the SGIA program in
2008. The county asked EPA to help it study policies that govern its UDB, including those that
preserve land outside of the growth boundary and those that encourage infill development inside
the boundary.
The team visited Miami on December 8, 2008, for a preliminary site visit and from October 14 to
16, 2009, for the official public work session. The work session activities included a tour of lands
at the UDB, agricultural land outside of the boundary, and infill development inside the
boundary. By visiting these locations, the EPA team learned about the issues that government and
community leaders addressed with respect to growth management and resource allocation. The
site visit also included interviews and discussions with elected officials, key local contacts,
important stakeholders, and county staff. On the second day of the site visit, a public forum was
held to allow all interested parties to hear about the project and provide feedback. All of these
perspectives were considered and weighed as the project team prepared a series of presentations
about options for the UDB and strategies that could help the county reach its growth management
objectives.
Project Sponsor
Miami-Dade County Department of Planning and Zoning
Local Team Members
Miami-Dade County Department of Planning and Zoning
Manny Armada
Subrata Basu
Elizabeth Fernandez
Katie Halloran
Dianne Hough
Marc LeFarrier
Jess Linn
Alex Munoz
Lubby Narvarro
Bob Schwarzreich
Marisol Triana
Mark Woerner
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APPENDIX B: DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARY CASE STUDIES
1. Boulder, Colorado
Introduction
Boulder, Colorado, is located along Colorado’s Front Range in the northwest corner of the
Denver metropolitan area. Land use policy in the city and county of Boulder is guided by its
citizens’ desire to live in a vibrant and sustainable community. Boulder is known for its creativity
in land use management. In 1959, the city created an urban growth boundary (UGB) or urban
service boundary called the “blue line,” which limited municipal water service to development
below 5,750 feet to preserve the mountain backdrop. In 1967, Boulder was the first place in the
nation to pass a tax specifically for the preservation of open space. This case study discusses the
themes and guiding principles of land use planning in the Boulder Valley, how the city and
county address goals similar to those of Miami-Dade County, and what Miami-Dade County can
learn from this type of planning structure.
Description of the Growth Boundary
In 1977, the city of Boulder and Boulder County jointly adopted The Boulder Valley
Comprehensive Plan (BVCP) to guide land use decisions. The BVCP seeks to protect the natural
environment of the Boulder Valley while fostering a livable, vibrant, and sustainable community.
The BVCP guides decisions on growth, development, preservation, environmental protection,
economic development, affordable housing, culture and the arts, neighborhood character, and
transportation (see Figure B-1). The BVCP also governs the provisions of services such as police,
fire, emergency medical services, water utilities, flood control, and human services. The BVCP
has instituted Area Maps I, II, and III, a system of overlays to define the land use pattern for
location, type, and intensity of development. The city and county work together to implement the
BCVP; periodically analyze and evaluate existing land use regulations, zoning, and processes;
and consider the rights of affected property owners. This process ensures that changes required to
bring regulations into compliance with the comprehensive plan are consistent. The county has
intergovernmental agreements with local governments to delegate authority for implementing
policies, including land use regulations and tax sharing of annexed properties. Several community
plans guide day-to-day decision-making, including sub-community plans, area plans, and
functional master plans, which are closely coordinated and integrated with development and
implementation of the BVCP.
The BVCP planning time frame is approximately 15 years. The BVCP is reviewed at least every
five years for possible amendments to reflect changes in circumstances and community desires.
Each five-year review of the plan extends the planning period an additional five years. Growth
projections are set at values for population and employment in the year 2030. Boulder has
determined that the BVCP will help the community grow in a way that brings benefits and
minimizes harm while maintaining a desirable community size.
Boulder’s first urban service boundary, the “blue line,” was established in 1959 as a citizeninitiated city charter amendment (see Figure B-2). The blue line was meant to protect the foothills
from development, which was considered imminent and detrimental to the natural beauty of
Boulder. It ensured that city water service could not be used to further urban development into the
foothills. The city council then began to investigate a broader service area concept. From the
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study, a seervice area was
w drawn thatt could use a gravity
g
flow ssewer system
m, the boundarry of
which is roughly
r
the naatural drainag
ge basin for th
he Boulder Vaalley.

Figurre B-1: Boulde
er Valley Com
mprehensive Plan
P
Land Usse Designatio
on Map.
(Source: Boulder County, Colorado)
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This seervice area appproach was inntended to
extend services alonng three majoor arteries
or spokkes radiating from the centter of
Bouldeer to the northh, south, and eeast, with
developpment occurrring along thee rim of
the Bouulder Valley. This pattern would
allow ddevelopment to begin in thhe outer
reachess of the city’ss service area and to
work innward towardd the city, whhile
allowinng developmeent adjacent to the city
to workk outward.
In the 11970s, the citty and countyy of
Bouldeer began collaaborating on pplanning
efforts.. The city chaanged its servvice area
conceppt with the adooption of the 1977
Bouldeer Comprehennsive Plan, whhich was
based oon staged devvelopment. It divided
Bouldeer Valley intoo three servicee areas
(see Fi gure B-3):
 Area I – lannd within exissting city
limits, which is receeiving all munnicipal
servicees and is expeected to accom
mmodate
future uurban developpment.
 Area II – lannd under couunty
jurisdicction that is eeligible for annnexation
within the next 15 yyears. Area IIA
A is the
focus oof the first thrree years, andd Area IIB
is availlable for deveelopment for tthe
remainnder of the plaanning periodd.
 Area III – laand remainingg in the
Bouldeer Valley, nott planned for uurban
developpment withinn the 15-year pplanning
period.. Area III is spplit into the A
Area III
Rural P
Preservation A
Area, where tthe city
and couunty intend too preserve thee existing
rural laand uses, and Area III Plannning
Reservve Area, wherre the city andd county
intend to maintain thhe option for future
developpment.

2: Blue Line Map.
M
(Source: Boulder
Figure B-2
County, Colorado)
C
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Discussion of Guiding Principles
The city and county of Boulder place a high value on the livability and health of the Boulder
Valley and the natural systems in and around it. Planning decisions here are rooted in preserving
undeveloped areas for future generations, as well as anticipating and adapting to changing
community needs. In drafting the BVCP, Boulder considered the following themes:
 Boulder’s natural setting and open space define Boulder’s size and shape;
 Activity centers define areas of high activity and intensity;
 Distinctive character that defines the quality of Boulder’s centers and residential
neighborhoods; and
 Boulder’s “Mobility Grid” defines important intersections and corridors.
The city and county have also adopted principles of community, environmental, economic, and
social sustainability to interpret and guide implementation of the BVCP. The city and county
have identified the following aspects of the plan in which thinking sustainably is most crucial:23
 The critical interrelationships among economic, social, and environmental health;
 The way people produce, trade, and consume affects the community’s ability to sustain
natural resources;
 Social and cultural equity and diversity create valuable human capital that contributes to
the economy and environmental sustainability;
 Planned physical development has an impact on social conditions and could be
considered in community planning; and
 The quality of environmental, economic, and social health is built upon the full
engagement and involvement of the community.
The BVCP declares an across-the-board opposition to establishing new, incorporated
communities in the Boulder Valley. The city of Boulder intends to limit growth unless sufficient
progress is made in reducing negative growth impacts and increasing community benefits.
Comparison to Miami-Dade County
Boulder’s growth management policies are centered on conservation and preserving community
character. Miami-Dade County’s policies appear to be primarily concerned with accommodating
growth and delivery of services. Boulder and Miami-Dade County use some of the same planning
strategies, such as proving the viability of level of service prior to new development. Below are
specific areas in which Boulder addresses some of the primary issues that Miami-Dade County
faces.
Conservation Outside the UDB
In 1976, Boulder voters approved a 0.4 percent sales and use tax to support an open space
program for the community. The voters periodically (and temporarily) raise the tax, and it is
currently 0.73 percent. With this tax money, Boulder has purchased over 37,000 acres of
protected area in the Boulder Valley—more than 60 percent of the total planning area. The open
space forms a belt of land surrounding the city’s planning area, which is protected from
annexation under Colorado law. Boulder County’s open space program adds to the city’s program

23

Boulder County, Colorado. Boulder County Comprehensive Plan,
http://www.bouldercounty.org/lu/bccp/pdf/bccp_with_maps_bookmarks.pdf. Accessed September 15, 2009.
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with an additional 54,000 acres of land to the north and southeast, plus some preserve lands to the
west and southwest.
The open space program has affected the location of growth in Boulder in at least three ways:
 By compensating owners of close-in property who otherwise might have campaigned for
comprehensive plan and zoning changes;
 By buying property zoned for development in the county; and
 By limiting annexation and new transportation/growth corridors.
A compliment to the open space program is Charter Section 84, which established a 55-foot
height limit on new buildings in the city. Limiting future building to mature treetop height
ensures that the citizens of Boulder will be able to enjoy the views of the open space and park
lands they have purchased.
Unlike many cities that have either spread into the countryside or facilitated leapfrog
development, Boulder has created a sharp edge between urban and rural development.24 MiamiDade County’s Comprehensive Development Master Plan (CDMP) deals with a similar situation
when planning growth around the various national parks and coastal management areas. Although
park boundaries are imposed upon Miami-Dade County rather than voluntary as in the Boulder
Valley, both have implications for accommodating growth and population projections. While the
park boundaries serve as a second growth boundary limiting development, Miami-Dade County
still has the ability to amend and adjust its growth boundary to reflect current and anticipated
demands, while Boulder’s open space and the greenbelt surrounding the county is clearly off
limits.
Staged Urban Service Area
Once Boulder decided on the staged urban service area concept in the 1970s, the reservation of
Area III ultimately made it possible to acquire most of the open land surrounding the city as city
open space, out to the rim of Boulder Valley. The definition of areas where services are to be
provided (along with initial designations of land use) allows a direct link between land use
planning and infrastructure planning. Parks, recreation, police, fire, transportation, water, sewer,
and flood control service providers can develop their master plans knowing where services are to
be extended, over what timeframe, and for what types of land uses. The urban service areas also
help to focus investment on redevelopment in the city. Through redevelopment of underused
areas and infill development, the city has been able to capitalize on its existing public investments
in infrastructure.
According to the BVCP, new and urban development is defined as, “a) all new residential,
commercial and industrial development and redevelopment within the city; or b) any proposed
development within Area II subject to a county discretionary review process before the Board of
County Commissioners,” and shall not occur until and unless adequate facilities and services are
available.25 The county determines that the new development is consistent with the land use
projections, maps, and policies of the BVCP in effect.
24 de Raismes III, J. et al. Growth Management in Boulder, Colorado: A Case Study,
http://ci.boulder.co.us/files/City%20Attorney/Documents/Miscellaneous%20Docs%20of%20Interest/x-bgmcs1.jbn.pdf.
Accessed September 15, 2009.
25 Boulder County, Colorado. Boulder County Comprehensive Plan,
http://www.bouldercounty.org/lu/bccp/pdf/bccp_with_maps_bookmarks.pdf. Accessed September 15, 2009.
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The staged urban service area concept is a less stringent approach than Miami-Dade County’s
Service Concurrency Management Program, which mandates that a specific level of service be
adopted for roadways, public transit, water, sewer, solid waste, flood protection, public school
facilities, local recreational open space, and drainage prior to development. While Miami-Dade
County denies future development without proof of the level of service, it does more readily
allow development in general. The city and county of Boulder, however, require that land be
already identified as developable and that the development have proven benefits that will improve
the quality of life of its residents before discussions of service provisions are heard.
Activity Centers
Activity centers are identified in the BVCP as an integral part of the community design, along
with the city’s natural setting, character, and mobility. They are a fundamental strategy in
planning a vital and productive retail base and transit-oriented, walkable development and are
specifically identified in several of Boulder’s sub-community plans.
Activity centers are distributed throughout the community as focused hubs of activity at regional,
sub-community, and neighborhood scales. Regional centers, including the downtown business
district and the university, are meant to be multi-purpose destinations with relatively intense land
use that draw people from a large area. Sub-community centers include schools, libraries,
shopping areas, and trailheads and are designed to meet needs for goods and services. Subcommunity centers draw people from the surrounding area and may be single- or multi-purpose
destinations. Neighborhood centers include small parks, transit centers, daycare facilities, and
corner stores and are meant to be gathering places with services that meet essential day-to-day
needs. Neighborhood centers are designed to draw people from a small area and create a sense of
community through interaction.
Boulder’s activity centers are located within walking distance of neighborhoods and business
areas, with connections to public transit. They are designed to be compatible with surrounding
land uses and preserve the context and character of neighborhoods and surrounding business
areas. This is similar to Miami-Dade County’s Urban Center Districts, which encourage
moderate- to high-density, mixed-use development near transit centers. However, because many
of Miami-Dade County’s Urban Center Districts require retrofits before they can be developed,
the county has to garner public support and input via public workshops, and then rezone the
districts.
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Figure B-3:
B Boulder Valley Comprrehensive Pla
an Area I, Are
ea II, Area III Map. (Source
e: Boulder
County,, Colorado)
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Annexation
Boulder manages growth on its fringe through annexation strategies that include:
 Annexation is required before the city will furnish facilities and services.
 The city actively pursues annexation of unincorporated lands entirely contained within its
boundaries, Area II properties along the western boundary, and other fully developed Area II
properties. Applications to the county for development of these areas instead of annexation
are referred to the city for review and comment. The county is heavily influenced by the
city’s response and may require that the landowner conform to one or more of the city’s
development standards so that any future annexation into the city will be consistent and
compatible with the city’s requirements.
 Annexation of existing, substantially developed areas is done in a manner that respects
existing lifestyles and densities. The city expects that these areas will be brought to city
standards only where necessary to protect the health and safety of the residents and may
phase in new facilities and services.
 In order to reduce the negative impacts of new development in the Boulder Valley, the city
annexes Area II land with significant development or redevelopment potential only if the
annexation provides a special opportunity or benefit to the city. Emphasis is given to the
benefits achieved from the creation of permanently affordable housing or other special
opportunities or benefits such as receiving sites for transferable development rights (TDRs),
land and/or facilities for public purposes over and above what is required by the city’s land
use regulations and environmental preservation.
 Annexation of substantially developed properties that allow some additional residential units
or commercial square footage will be required to demonstrate community benefits
commensurate with their impacts. Annexations that resolve an issue of public health without
creating additional development impacts are encouraged.
 The only annexations outside of the Boulder Valley Planning Area are for lands included in
the open space program.
 Publicly owned property located in Area III that is intended to remain in Area III may be
annexed to the city if the property requires less than a full range of urban services or requires
inclusion under city jurisdiction for health, welfare, and safety reasons.
In Miami-Dade County, annexation is driven in part by policies that govern incorporation of
municipalities. In each case, considerations about economic impact are weighed before decisions
are made. Typically, municipalities seek to add neighborhoods and communities that add to their
tax base. The annexing jurisdiction and the community representing the area to be annexed
consider the provision of government services to drive the process. The county periodically
installs moratoriums on annexation in order to weigh options about costs and resources as well as
to enable people with opposing perspectives to come to consensus on issues.
Cluster Development and Transfer of Development Rights
Boulder does not have any density requirements in the BVCP per se, but it does provide
incentives and remove regulatory barriers to encourage mixed-use development where and when
appropriate. These incentives include public-private partnerships for planning, design, or
development; density bonuses tied to affordable housing and other zoning incentives; new zoning
districts; and review and revision of floor area ratio and open space and parking requirements.
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Boulder has an established mixture of housing types in many of the neighborhoods developed
over the last 30 years. The BVCP continues to encourage this mixture of housing types as well as
developing mixed-use and more compact housing along multimodal corridors.
The BVCP encourages two types of cluster development: industry clusters and non-urban,
planned unit development. Industry cluster development attracts businesses in similar industries
to foster business growth and competitiveness and is a key strategy in the BVCP Economic
Vitality Program.
A non-urban, planned unit development is a type of subdivision that permits one additional
residential unit per 35 acres if the development occurs on only 25 percent of the property and the
remaining acreage is encumbered by a conservation easement. The undeveloped acreage remains
in private ownership, but the conservation easement is deeded to the county.
In 1989, the development regulations were modified to allow combining development units from
two or more non-adjacent parcels of land. Development rights from one parcel are transferred to
one or more other parcels, which is meant to preserve lands deemed to be significant, such as
agricultural, open space, environmental, or cultural resources.26
Conclusion
The city and county work together to implement the BVCP by channeling growth to the city’s
service area, preserving lands outside the urban growth boundary, keeping the community
compact, intensifying the core area, providing for affordable housing, and improving
transportation options. According to county and city planners, additional efforts are still needed in
addressing the imbalance between jobs and housing, making more affordable housing available,
promoting appropriate redevelopment and good design, supporting economic vitality, and
reducing traffic congestion by providing a balanced, multimodal transportation system.
One advantage of Boulder’s approach to land management is that the BVCP creates an
identifiable urban/rural edge and helps preserve rural lands outside the city. The greenbelt helps
focus development within the city and eliminates competition from the county for retail
development and tax revenues.27 Because of the success in funding and operating the open space
program, Boulder has been able to determine its ideal city size and to carefully guide the location
and type of growth, as well as protect the environment through open space protection.
One potential pitfall of this growth management strategy is that the large acreage involved in the
open space program has exacerbated the regional imbalance between jobs and housing by forcing
new development into farther flung areas of the region and has created problems with traffic
congestion, lack of affordable housing, and school facility needs.28 Within Boulder, housing
prices have risen because of both reduced housing supply and increased housing demand. As a
result, many of the people who work for the city cannot afford to live in it; about 55 percent of
26

de Raismes III, J. et al. Growth Management in Boulder, Colorado: A Case Study,
http://ci.boulder.co.us/files/City%20Attorney/Documents/Miscellaneous%20Docs%20of%20Interest/x-bgmcs1.jbn.pdf.
Accessed September 15, 2009.
27 Pollock, P. “Controlling Sprawl in Boulder: Benefits and Pitfalls” Land Lines: January 1998, Volume 10, Number 1
http://www.lincolninst.edu/pubs/PubDetail.aspx?pubid=435
28 Pollock, P. “Controlling Sprawl in Boulder: Benefits and Pitfalls” Land Lines: January 1998, Volume 10, Number 1
http://www.lincolninst.edu/pubs/PubDetail.aspx?pubid=435
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the city’s workforce lives outside the city limits.29 The high cost of housing has made it more
difficult to attract workers that can afford to live in Boulder, and some residents are concerned
about the danger of pushing Boulder to “extreme gentrification—a ghetto for the very rich.”30
Maintaining rural lands and open space, controlling spread-out development, conserving natural
resources, and supporting agriculture are high priorities in both Boulder and Miami-Dade County.
While Miami-Dade County may not desire as strict an approach to growth management as
Boulder uses, it may be able to use some aspects of the BVCP when considering future growth
boundary revisions.
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2. Portland, Oregon
Introduction
In 1973, the Oregon state legislature adopted the nation’s first land-use planning laws, motivated
by a coalition of farmers and environmentalists that wanted to protect natural and agricultural
land from development. To address future growth, the land use legislation requires metropolitan
regions to:




Set urban growth boundaries (UGB);
Use urban land wisely; and
Protect natural resources.

Portland adopted a UGB in 1979 that separated urban land from rural land and encouraged
compact, transit-oriented growth. While metropolitan Portland's population of 1.58 million has
grown by 50 percent since 1973, the city’s land area has grown by only two percent.31
Description of the Growth Boundary
The current UGB encompasses approximately 400 square miles (see Figure B-4). This area
includes the greater Portland metropolitan area, which incorporates Washington, Multnomah, and
Clackamas counties, along with 24 cities and more than 60 special service districts. As of
February 2000, about 1.3 million people lived within the UGB. The boundary was based on a
projection of the need for urban land as well as the land development plans of individual property
owners.32 The primary role of the boundary is to control urban expansion into farm and forest
lands. By concentrating development within the boundary, the UGB promotes the efficient use of
public facilities and services as land inside the boundary supports services such as roads, water,
sewer systems, parks, schools, and fire and police protection.
Metro, the elected regional government, is in charge of managing the UGB for the greater
metropolitan area. Metro operates though the Metro Council, whose seven councilors are elected
by the region’s voters. Every five years, the Metro Council is required to conduct a review of the
land supply and, if necessary, expand the boundary to meet that requirement.
To manage the UGB, Metro can:




Coordinate between regional and local comprehensive plans in adopting a regional urban
growth boundary;
Require consistency of local comprehensive plans with statewide and regional planning
goals; and
Plan for topics of metropolitan significance including (but not limited to) transportation,
water quality, air quality, and solid waste.33

31

Vancouver Sun. Portland Draws Line. http://www.canada.com/vancouversun/news/story.html?id=c6d6c9de-fff648f1-8787-b9eef980720c. Accessed August 3, 2009.
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33 Metro. Urban Growth Boundary. http://www.metro-region.org/index.cfm/go/by.web/id/277. Accessed August 3,
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Fig
gure B-4: Porrtland, Oregon
n Urban Grow
wth Boundary
y. (Source: Me
etro)

on of Guiding
g Principles
Discussio
The Portlaand region’s growth
g
manag
gement policy
y is describedd in the 2040 Growth Conccept. The
Growth Concept,
C
a blu
ueprint for maanaging growtth, defines deevelopment inn the area throough the
year 2040
0 and guides growth
g
so thatt community characteristiccs are protecteed, transportaation
systems ensure the mob
bility of the population,
p
an
nd the naturall environmentt is preservedd. The
goals of th
he 2040 Grow
wth Concept are:
a




To en
ncourage efficcient land use, directing mo
ost developm
ment to existinng urban centeers and
along existing major transportattion corridorss;
To promote a balan
nced transporrtation system
m within the reegion that acccommodates a variety
nsportation op
ptions such as bicycling, walking,
w
driviing, and publiic transit; andd
of tran
To su
upport the regiion's goal of building
b
comp
plete commun
unities by provviding jobs annd
shopp
ping close to where
w
people live.34

The goalss of the 2040 Growth
G
Conccept correspon
nd with Metroo policies thaat encourage:

34Metro.
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40 Growth Conccept. http://www
w.metro-region.org/index.cfm/goo/by.web/id/277. Accessed Auguust 3, 2009.








Safe and stable neighborhoods for families;
Compact development, which uses both land and money more efficiently;
A healthy economy that generates jobs and business opportunities;
Protection of farms, forests, rivers, streams, and natural areas;
A balanced transportation system to move people and goods; and
Housing for people of all incomes in every community.35

Comparison to Miami-Dade County
Miami-Dade County and Portland take a similar approach to growth management. They
encourage a separation of rural lands and urban development and are guided by their desires to
efficiently provide public services and protect the natural environment. Yet while the approaches
Miami-Dade County and Portland take are similar, their growth management strategies are
implemented differently.
Activity Centers
As in Miami-Dade County, compact activity centers concentrate development, which directs
growth to existing communities and protects the natural environment. In Portland, the 2040
Growth Concept proposes centers along transit corridors, including both regional centers and
town centers. Most development and growth is planned to occur in these centers to use existing
public investments efficiently. The 2040 Growth Concept designates 37 centers in the Portland
metropolitan region that provide points of focus for multimodal transportation, housing,
redevelopment, and employment opportunities. In response to the Growth Concept, local
governments have proved very flexible, amending their comprehensive plans, providing financial
assistance, and investing in public infrastructure. Miami-Dade County and Portland (as well as
most other communities) both emphasize that transportation and infrastructure are necessary for
livable communities and healthy development.
Funding
While the UGB designates where development can occur, some land within the UGB is
undeveloped and not planned for development due to lack of funding. In 2005, to address this
lack of funding, Portland adopted an excise tax assessment on construction permits. The tax,
assessed on permits issued by cities and counties in the region, is set at 0.12 percent of the value
of the improvements for which a permit is sought. The tax funds planning of future expansion
areas, future urban reserves, and planning that enables redevelopment of centers, corridors, and
employment areas within the existing UGB. It also provides funding for regional and local
planning that is required to make land ready for development after its inclusion in the UGB.36
Annexation
In acquiring new land and extending the UGB area, Portland and Miami-Dade County both use a
ranking system that allows more environmentally fragile and vibrant ecosystems to be protected
and land needed for growth to be annexed.
Metro is responsible for ensuring that there is a 20-year supply of land use for future residential
development within the boundary. Metro conducts an evaluation of land supply for residential
35

Metro. 2040 Growth Concept. http://www.metro-region.org/index.cfm/go/by.web/id/277. Accessed August 3, 2009.
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and employment land every five years. Metro first examines whether the land supply can meet
needs, then whether implementing efficiencies would allow the current supply to meet the need.
If the land supply does not meet the required standard, Metro can expand the boundary.
Portland’s UGB has moved about 36 times since its inception.
Urban reserves are land areas outside of the UGB that will allow the UGB to expand in the future
and the cost-effective provision of public services and facilities in the urban reserve when the
land is eventually included. To determine where to expand the boundary when needed, the state
has outlined priority categories for land:
First priority
Urban reserve land – Areas outside the current UGB that are designated as lands that could be
brought into the UGB in the future to accommodate growth. Urban reserves provide certainty
to landowners, developers, and governments about where future development of land can and
cannot occur. Metro does not have designated urban reserves at this time.
Second priority
Exception land (also known as non-resource land) – Land next to the UGB that is not farm or
forest. Second priority also could include farm or forest land that is completely surrounded by
exception land but that is not "high value" farm or forest land.
Third priority
Marginal land – A classification of non-resource land unique to Washington County that
allows dwelling units on land used exclusively for farming.
Fourth priority
Farm or forest land – In this category, soil class or forest productivity further sets priorities.
Priority is given to the area of lower productivity. In other words, the best, most productive
farm or forest land is the last land to be considered for inclusion in the UGB.
Just as Metro has jurisdiction over land within the boundary and over the UGB itself, Metro also
has jurisdiction over land brought into the boundary. Newly incorporated land is labeled as a
“transition zone.” Development may not occur in this zone until the land has been annexed,
which requires the consent of the majority of voters in the area.37
Miami-Dade County has its own expansion location policy, which designates which lands can
and cannot be considered for development and which have priority.
Environment
Portland’s environmental concerns are mainly focused on watershed health and air quality.
Policies and practices in the 2040 Growth Concept address these specific concerns in addition to

37

Metro. Guidelines for bringing land into the urban growth boundary.
http://www.oregonmetro.gov/index.cfm/go/by.web/id=280. Accessed August 5, 2009.
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providing a long-term strategy for environmental protection that includes land acquisition, land
use and environmental regulation and incentives, and citizen education and environmental
stewardship.
With regards to air quality, the compact development proposed by the 2040 Growth Concept and
encouraged by the UGB uses land more efficiently, which makes it easier for residents to get
around without a car if they choose. The 2040 Growth Concept also helps Portland to meet statemandated air quality standards as it complies with the minimum and maximum number of
parking spaces for new developments set by the state. By regulating parking, the state helps
ensure that land is used more efficiently and that alternative transportation is encouraged.
The Urban Growth Management Functional Plan provides tools to help achieve the goals of the
2040 Growth Concept. The Functional Plan includes measures that reduce flood and landslide
hazards; control soil erosion; reduce pollution of the region's waterways; and protect streams,
rivers, wetlands, and floodplains by avoiding, limiting, or mitigating the impact on these areas
from development. The Functional Plan also has performance standards for streams, rivers, and
wetlands to protect water quality. The standards require erosion and sediment control and
planting of native vegetation on the stream banks when new development occurs.
Miami-Dade County, as a means of comparison, takes into account environmental considerations
for both the inside-the-line and outside-the-line policies. Inside the boundary, infill policies and
procedures focus on efficient use of public services and promoting compact development that
allows people to drive less. Outside, the policies relate to watershed protection and agricultural
land use. Used together, these policies can produce better environmental results.
Housing
There is debate over whether Portland’s UGB has caused housing prices to rise and to what
extent. Regardless of the debate, Portland aims to provide affordable housing for all incomes. The
Functional Plan is intended to reduce barriers to sufficient affordable housing for all income
levels in the region, create housing opportunities commensurate with the wage rates of jobs
available across the region, initiate a process for addressing current and future needs for
affordable housing, and reduce concentrations of poverty.38 Housing affordability is a concern in
every jurisdiction. While it was a topic of discussion during the EPA project in Miami-Dade
County, it was not a major factor in conclusions generated due to the need to focus the scope of
the conversation.

38
Metro. Urban Growth Management Functional Plan. http://www.oregonmetro.gov/index.cfm/go/by.web/id=274.
Accessed August 5, 2009.
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Conclusion
Portland is an excellent example of how a UGB can effectively concentrate growth. A 1991 study
by ECO Northwest found that 91 percent of single-family homes and 99 percent of multifamily
development between 1988 and 1990 occurred within the UGB. A 2002 study by Northwest
Environmental Watch found that existing neighborhoods were maintaining or increasing density
and that residential developments in 2000 were accommodating more people. Accommodating
additional residents in existing neighborhoods appears to be a consistent trend.39 A UGB, as
Portland shows, can be an effective way to manage growth, encourage compact development, and
minimize impacts upon natural resources. Innovative strategies, such as the construction excise
tax, can help overcome challenges encountered in enacting land use plans.
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3. San Diego,
D
Califo
ornia
Introducttion
Growth management
m
in
n San Diego is
i conducted quite
q
differenntly than it is in Miami-Daade County
because San
S Diego doees not have an
n urban growtth boundary ((UGB). In Sann Diego Counnty,
planning decisions
d
are made by num
merous govern
nment agenciies: the San D
Diego Associaation of
Governmeents (SANDA
AG), the San Diego
D
Local Agency
A
Form
mation Comm
mission, the Saan Diego
County Water
W
Authoritty (CWA), an
nd the city of San Diego. E
Each agency hhas different ggoals. This
case study
y presents thee themes and guiding
g
princciples of land use planning in the San Diego
region, strrategies thesee agencies usee to work tow
ward goals sim
milar to those of Miami-Daade
County, and
a what Miam
mi-Dade Cou
unty can learn
n from this plaanning structuure.
Descriptiion of the Grrowth Boundary
The Califo
fornia state leg
gislature has given
g
Local Agency
A
Form
mation Commiissions (LAFC
COs) the
authority to manage jurrisdictional boundaries. Eaach county haas a corresponnding LAFCO
O, a
y and quasi-leegislative com
mmission. LA
AFCOs are thee state legislatture’s agent too make
regulatory
indirect laand-use decisiions—controllling when an
nd where landd uses are devveloped, but thhey do not
make direect land use deecisions. For example, a LAFCO
L
cannoot force a zonning decision oor
overturn a city decision
n on a subdivision.
A LAFCO
O’s
primary ppurpose is
to managge
municipaal
boundaryy changes,
includingg
annexatioons,
detachmeents,
incorporaations,
disincorpporations,
formationns,
dissolutioons,
consolidaations,
mergers, and the
ment of
establishm
subsidiaryy districts.
The Cortese--Knox- Hertzberg
Local Govern
rnment Reorganization
Act of 2000 pprovided guiddance to
LAFCOs, disscouraging diispersed,
spread-ou
ut developmen
nt. LAFCOs have
h
planning
g and regulatoory powers, aadopting and rrevising
“spheres of
o influence” for future bou
undary and seervice areas, aand reviewingg and acting oon
proposals to change bo
oundaries.
Figure B-5:
B City of Sa
an Diego LAF
FCO Boundariies.
(Source:: City of San Diego)
D

A sphere of influence is
i a planning document thaat guides a citty or district’ss future bounddary and
service arrea, telling lan
ndowners and
d residents wh
here the LAFC
CO projects a city or distriict will
annex in the
t future. Th
he city of San Diego’s spheere of influencce is similar tto its jurisdicttional
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boundariees (see Figuree B-5). The LA
AFCO review
ws and revisess the sphere oof influence evvery five
years. Any
y registered voter,
v
landow
wner, or local government
g
ccan request a bboundary chaange.
LAFCOs regulate boun
ndaries for 26
6 special distrricts, includinng fire protecttion, irrigationn, water,
sanitary, resource
r
consservation, and
d recreation diistricts. Whenn determiningg spheres of innfluence,
LAFCOs can consider present and planned
p
land uses,
u
includinng agriculturaal and open sppace lands;
present an
nd probable need
n
for publicc facilities and
d
services; present
p
and
probable future
f
capacitty of
public faccilities and
services th
hat the agency
y
provides or
o is authorizeed to
provide; and
a the existence
of any soccial or econom
mic
communitties of interesst.
All bound
dary changes need
n
to be conssistent with
spheres off influence, but
counties, cities, regionaal
governmeents, and other
districts may
m form their
own organ
nizations to
regulate boundaries
b
no
ot
under the jurisdiction of
o
LAFCOs (see Figure B-6).
B

Figu
ure B-6: Tri-Ciity Healthcare
e District (Sou
urce: San Die
ego
Cou
unty)

SANDAG
G is the region
nal decision-m
making body for growth, trransportation planning, hoousing,
environmental manageement, public safety, and border issues. It is made upp of 18 city annd county
governmeents (see Figu
ure B-7). SAN
NDAG does not regulate booundaries perr se, but guidees growth
and development accorrding to its Reegional Comp
prehensive Pllan (RCP) adoopted in 20044.

Figure B-7:
B Geograph
hic Boundary Map. (Source
e: San
Diego Co
ounty)
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A third majorr influence foor planning
decisions in S
San Diego is the San
Diego CWA.. The CWA w
was
created to maanage the regiion’s
Colorado Rivver water righhts and has
evolved into a “water whoolesaler,”
m city or counnty
separate from
government. The CWA puurchases
water from thhe Metropolittan Water
District of Soouthern Califoornia and
others and seells it to 24 loccal
member wateer agencies. T
The CWA
is primarily cconcerned witth
infrastructuree and water deelivery.
However, anny changes inn the
boundaries oof its memberr agencies

can be app
proved by thee CWA prior to water deliv
very to membber communitties, thus giving the
CWA a siignificant rolee in regional planning
p
efforts (see Figurre B-8).
State law requires each
h city to adoptt a general plaan to guide itts future development. Sann Diego
adopted itts “City of Viillages” strateegy in 2008, which
w
includees the followinng ten elemennts: land
use and co
ommunity plaanning, mobillity, economicc prosperity, ppublic facilitiies, services aand safety,
urban design, historic preservation,
p
conservation, noise, and hhousing.
The City of
o Villages sttrategy is desiigned to sustaain the long-teerm economicc, environmenntal, and
social heaalth of the city
y and its neigh
hborhood and
d focuses grow
wth in mixedd-use activity centers
that are peedestrian-friendly and link
ked to regionaal transit (see Figure B-9). Because the ggeneral
RCP, and beccause SANDA
plan was designed
d
to complement an
nd support th
he SANDAG R
AG and
the San Diego
D
LAFCO
O are among nine
n agencies included in thhe creation off the general pplan, the
guiding prrinciples and goals discusssed below can
n be assumed to be similarr to those of thhe city of
San Diego
o General Plaan.

Figure B--8: Water Autthority Membe
er Agencies in
n San Diego C
County.
(Source: San Diego County
C
Water Authority)
A
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Figu
ure B-9: Gene
eral Plan Land Use and Sttreet System M ap. (Source
e: San
Dieg
go County)
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Guiding Principles
The connection between water availability and jurisdictional expansions is recognized in
California law as a key factor that a LAFCO can consider when reviewing requested boundary
changes. The Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act emphasized that it is state policy to encourage orderly
growth and development essential to the state’s social, fiscal, and economic well-being. LAFCOs
are also called on to balance development with state interests of discouraging dispersed
development, preserving open space and prime agricultural lands, and efficiently extending
government services.
Housing for persons of all incomes is also identified as an integral part of promoting orderly
development. Other goals that LAFCOs can consider are:
 Discourage dispersed, inefficient development and promote orderly development;
 Accommodate growth within the boundaries of agencies that can provide services;
 Extend government services efficiently;
 Promote collaboration of local officials in addressing regional growth issues;
 Preserve open space;
 Preserve agricultural and resource lands; and
 Give responsibility to the agency that can best provide governmental services.
The SANDAG RCP calls for a parallel planning concept that focuses on:
 Improving connections between land use and transportation plans using smart growth
principles;
 Using land use and transportation plans to guide decisions regarding environmental and
public facility investments; and
 Focusing on collaboration and incentives to achieve regional goals and objectives.
The RCP has two key emphasis areas. The first is to identify Smart Growth Opportunity Areas
where compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development exists, is planned, or has the
potential for inclusion into local land use plans, and give highest priority for transportation and
facility improvement resources to these areas. The second area of emphasis is to use
transportation and land use considerations to guide other plans, and to place a greater emphasis on
sub-regional planning and implementation of these programs.
While collecting data for the RCP baseline report, SANDAG found that in the two years since
adopting the RCP, San Diego had improved the quality of life in the following areas:
 One-third of new housing was built in Smart Growth Opportunity Areas;
 Ninety-nine percent of new housing was built in the San Diego CWA service area;
 Growth in transit ridership outpaced population growth;
 Crime was decreasing;
 Beach closures were declining;
 Air quality was improving; and
 The share of the region’s energy produced from renewable resources was increasing.
Two years is not long enough to tackle every issue and SANDAG identified the following areas
still needing improvement:
 Housing affordability;
 Congestion on most roads and freeways;
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Waterr body impairrment;
Beach
hes losing san
nd; and
Job grrowth in the region
r
concen
ntrated in low
w-wage industtries.

mi-Dade Coun
nty
Comparison to Miam
The San Diego
D
system for growth management
m
iss a complicatted, multi-proonged, highly regulated,
reactive method
m
of man
naging land use.
u Though each
e
district’ss sphere of inffluence is cleaarly
defined, th
he boundary of
o that spheree can often bee modified if a landowner oor municipaliity has the
time and resources
r
to pursue
p
it. Unlike Miami-Dade County, lland use outsiide of a boundary or
sphere of influence is not
n set aside for
f specific usses, but it is uunable to receeive the servicces
provided in
i that spheree. This method
d discouragess dispersed deevelopment—
—a developmeent that
receives running
r
waterr without bein
ng in a water district—and
d
is a fundameentally differeent way of
managing
g sprawling deevelopment th
han Miami-Dade County. A major influuence in the eevolution
of this meethod may be that San Dieg
go has very liittle land to exxpand to—deevelopment iss creeping
up mountain sides and reaching acro
oss the borderr of Mexico ((see Figure B--10).

Figure
e B-10: Gene
eralized Land Use Patterns
s in the San
Diego
o Region. (So
ource: San Die
ego County)

San D
Diego’s growtth
managgement strateegy has
some similarities too MiamiDade County. The sphere of
influeence model is similar to
the cooncurrency
requirrements in Floorida. In
Califoornia, servicess cannot
be dellivered withouut being
includded in the sphhere of
influeence, just as ggrowth is
not peermitted withoout a
proven level of serrvice in
Floridda. However, unlike
Floridda, developmeent is
somettimes permitteed and
constrructed prior too
petitiooning the LAFCO for
inclussion in any onne district.

The San Diego
D
RCP allso addresses many of the same
s
issues thhat concern M
Miami-Dade C
County.
The RCP is a capable blueprint
b
for San
S Diego’s growth
g
since it focuses on urban centerss and
mixed-usee developmen
nt, priority development in
n combinationn with infrastrructure and
transportaation improveements, and en
ncourages inffill and redeveelopment.
Boundary
y Changes
Although a LAFCO’s primary
p
purpose is to manage boundaryy changes, it aappears that m
most
boundary changes perfformed by thee San Diego LAFCO
L
are doone to annex land to a munnicipality
or other seervice districtt. Annexation
ns and jurisdicctional expannsions are desiired by municcipalities
that want to increase th
heir tax base and
a by landow
wners who deesire an increaased level of service.
By contro
olling the boun
ndaries of loccal governmen
nts, LAFCOss can influencce the time, loocation,
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and charaacter of land development.
d
However, because these fa
factors are onlly consideratiions and
not requirrements, the LAFCO’s
L
inflluence on gro
owth depends on its commiissioners’ prioorities.
Boundary
y change requests can be su
ubmitted by a citizen, landdowner, municcipality, or diistrict by
petition orr resolution, or
o by the LAF
FCO itself. A governing boody, such as a county boarrd of
supervisors, can initiate a boundary change in its county by reesolution. LAF
FCOs may innitiate
boundary changes for district
d
consolidations, disssolutions, meergers, subsidiiary districts, or related
reorganizaations, but LA
AFCOs canno
ot initiate city
y boundary chhanges or disttrict annexatioons or
detachmen
nts.
When LA
AFCOs review
w boundary ch
hanges for cities or speciall districts, the commissioneers
consider whether
w
the boundary chan
nges (and the proposed lannd use decisioons that wouldd result
from the change)
c
are co
onsistent with
h the local governments’ sppheres of inflluence. LAFC
COs can
also recom
mmend and su
uggest condittional addition
nal boundary changes, bassed upon the sspheres of
influence..
When a LAFCO
L
consid
ders a propossal, it determin
nes:
 If th
he proposal obtained
o
the reequired numb
ber of signatuures if initiatedd by petition;;
 If th
he affected lo
ocal governments have agrreed to an excchange of propperty taxes;
 If an
a environmen
ntal impact reeport is requirred to complyy with the Callifornia Envirronmental
Qu
uality Act; and
d
 If a significant percentage
p
of protests are lodged to takee further actioon.
The numb
ber of protestss determines whether
w
or no
ot the boundaary change reqquires voter aapproval:
 If fewer
f
than 25 percent of reegistered voters or landownners protest, tthe conductinng
autthority orders the boundary
y change with
hout an electioon;
 If between
b
25 peercent and 50 percent of reegistered voteers or landownners protest, tthe
con
nducting authority could ap
pprove the bo
oundary changge, but the proposal could also go to
an election for voter
v
approvall; and
 If 50
5 percent or more of the registered
r
voteers or landow
wners protest, the conductinng
autthority could terminate
t
the boundary change, and thee proposal woould fail.
ocess for channging a bounddary takes
The pro
approx
ximately four tto six monthss if it is a simp
mple, noncontrov
versial changee. If a boundaary change is denied, it
can tak
ke at least onee year before a change requuest is reinitiated. Of all propposals submittted to the Sann Diego
AFCO in 20008, 26 of 28 w
were approvedd, and two
area LA
were withdrawn.
w
Reorgaanizations maay occur at anyy time, thouggh the
LAFCO
O conducts a municipal serrvice review of cities’
and speecial districts ’ spheres of innfluence at leeast every
five years. Because of this review
w requirement,
LAFCO
Os are continuually updatinng the five-yeaar plan for
the futu
ure service arrea and bounddary for each sphere of
influen
nce (see Figurre B-7). This pprocess is sim
milar to the
Miami--Dade Countyy Comprehennsive Developpment
Figure B-11:
B
Theorettical Relations
ship
Between
n a City’s Planning and
Sphere of Influence. (Source: San
n
C
Diego County)
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Master Plan (CDMP) update that occurs every seven years. However, unlike Miami-Dade
County’s UDB, which is approved through 2015, no long-term projections are created to guide
development.
Urban Centers
Miami-Dade County’s CDMP describes an urban center as an area intended to be moderate- to
high-intensity design-unified, which contains a concentration of different urban functions
integrated both horizontally and vertically, at various scales, with an emphasis on promoting
transit-oriented development and transit use. This is very similar to San Diego’s Smart Growth
Opportunity Areas concept, which the RCP describes as pedestrian-friendly activity centers that
are connected to other activity centers by transit or could be in the future.
The RCP identifies seven categories for Smart Growth Opportunity Areas:
 Metropolitan Center
 Urban Center
 Town Center
 Community Center
 Transit Corridor
 Special Use Center
 Rural Community
The resulting Smart Growth Opportunity Areas will be priority areas for infrastructure
improvements and development potential. The RCP encourages incentives for development in
these areas, such as permit streamlining; reduced parking standards; and flexibility for mixed-use
development, infill development, and affordable housing. Connection of transit and land use
planning is also a major component of the city of San Diego’s General Plan.
Affordable Housing
Both Miami-Dade County and the San Diego planning agencies recognize that providing
affordable housing is an important component of growth. While both communities are planning
for significant population growth, Miami-Dade County seems to be most interested in providing
affordable housing to its residents regardless of the location, while the San Diego RCP promotes
putting housing in locations that are close to jobs and transit. San Diego’s approach helps
conserve open space and rural areas, reinvigorates existing neighborhoods, puts more job
opportunities within reach, and can reduce time spent commuting. The RCP recommends the use
of tools such as incentives, infill development, rezoning, sustainable or “green” building
techniques, inclusionary housing measures, rental assistance, replacement housing, and expedited
permit processing to aid in the development of future affordable housing. Additional incentives
exist for development of housing in Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, as discussed above.
Sensitive Lands
Many jurisdictions in San Diego County, including the city of San Diego, have adopted regional
habitat conservation plans and sub-area plans, which define locations where development is or is
not appropriate. Additionally, the RCP calls for creating preserve systems by linking habitat
corridors in San Diego County to surrounding counties and Mexico and preparing and
implementing conservation plans for near-shore areas. This is similar to the Miami-Dade County
CDMP’s Coastal Management objectives for shoreline and Everglades conservation.
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Conclusion
Because Miami-Dade County’s approach to managing growth is focused on providing services,
there is much to glean from the San Diego system of growth management. San Diego is a good
model of how to create a comprehensive plan for guiding development while preserving a system
of multiple independent agencies at various levels of government with different missions. Land
use decisions have become the work of many collaborators instead of only one agency, which
may prove to be beneficial as the RCP is refined and fully implemented. The process for major
boundary changes is a citizen-led process that seems to work.
The San Diego strategy does seem to break down on some fronts, however. Due to the LAFCO
system, growth appears unplanned because most requests for boundary changes are granted. The
process for initiating a boundary change is fairly lengthy, and merely getting to the point of
having a request heard by the LAFCO is a long, drawn-out process that may serve as a barrier for
expansion. The parallel regulation of boundaries, as in the case of the LAFCO and the CWA, is
another intricate and difficult issue. Does a member agency apply to both the LAFCO and the
CWA to annex land? The CWA, SANDAG, and the city of San Diego work together to create a
successful planning system to create a sustainable community for the region’s growing
population.
San Diego faces many challenges that are similar to the greater Miami region and its urban
landscape. Limited growth potential and developable land area is far exceeded by the demand
posed on the region by population growth. San Diego expects to grow by one million people from
2000 to 2030, two-thirds of which is expected to be organic growth from existing families. San
Diego’s emphasis on linking land use and transportation and guiding growth to its Smart Growth
Opportunity Areas will reduce pressure on outlying areas as it continues to grow.
Limited natural resources are desired for both development and protection and improving the
quality of life for residents is a high priority in both San Diego and Miami. The San Diego model
may not be the best example for Miami of controlling the location and pace of development, but it
does provide some fresh alternatives for development of urban centers, incentives for
development in Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, affordable housing, and an organized pattern
for future development that may benefit Miami-Dade County during future growth boundary
revisions.
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4. Sarasota, Florida
Introduction
The state of Florida’s 1985 Growth Management Act requires local governments to submit
comprehensive plans to the Florida Department of Community Affairs for approval. While urban
growth boundaries (UGB) are not explicitly necessary for each county’s comprehensive plans to
be approved, many counties in Florida adopted UGBs to better manage development on the
fringe.40 Sarasota County and Miami-Dade County have both adopted UGBs as part of their land
use management plan. Yet while both counties are faced with a rapidly growing population and
must meet the same state standards for planning, growth management manifests itself differently
in each county. This case study analyzes the intent and impact of Sarasota 2050, the county’s
amendment to the future land use chapter of its comprehensive plan, and discusses what MiamiDade County can learn from the policies implemented in Sarasota County.
Description of the Growth Boundary
In Sarasota County, the UGB is called the Urban Service Area Boundary and was put in place to
contain spreading development, maintain agricultural and conservation lands to the east, and
minimize the cost of public services by creating well designed walkable neighborhoods.
Sarasota’s Urban Service Area Boundary generally follows the north-south orientation of
Interstate 75, with denser development to the west of I-75 and less dense, semi-rural and rural
development to the east. In July 2002, Sarasota County adopted Sarasota 2050 that discourages
uncoordinated growth outside of the Urban Service Area Boundary and modifies conventional
development strategies that encouraged spread-out development. South of Sarasota, plans call for
compact, urban development east of the boundary, with plans to extend services to this
development. Additional development is allowed outside of the Service Area Boundary, but
organized toward specific land use areas.
Sarasota 2050 is a land use policy tool with the core objective of steering the direction of future
growth. The tool is built on Resource Management Areas (RMAs) that manage growth and
address development in specific land use categories. Sarasota 2050 promotes well-managed
growth through effective master-planning techniques and processes. Growth is encouraged
through detailed development standards and regulations. However, the RMA concept is limited in
that it is voluntary and proposes six resource areas that define what type of development is
allowable outside of the urban service boundary for land east of the UGB. Furthermore, the
RMAs do not affect the existing rights of property owners to develop their property as permitted
by the county’s current comprehensive plan, zoning ordinance, or land development regulations.
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situated around a crossroads that may include small-scale, commercial development. Both are
designed to minimize infrastructure costs, traffic congestion, and environmental degradation.42
The system of villages and hamlets is designed to be fiscally neutral. The costs of infrastructure
and additional government services built specifically for the villages or hamlets are funded by the
properties that benefit from the services. The infrastructure that is put in place must meet or
exceed level-of-service standards set by the county and be at least fiscally neutral, if not fiscally
beneficial, to Sarasota County government, the school board, and residents outside of the
development.43
The primary goals of Sarasota 2050 are to protect the county’s natural, cultural, and physical
resources while making sure all neighborhoods, old and new, offer a high quality of life.
“Specific goals include:
 Preserve and strengthen existing communities.
 Provide for a variety of land uses and lifestyles to support residents of diverse ages, incomes,
and family sizes, including housing that is affordable to residents at or below the median
income for Sarasota County.
 Preserve environmental systems.
 Direct population growth away from floodplains.
 Avoid sprawling development.
 Offer transportation options to allow residents to reduce automobile trips.
 Create efficiency in planning and provision of infrastructure.
 Provide county central utilities.
 Conserve water and energy.
 Allocate development costs appropriately.
 Preserve rural character, including opportunities for agriculture.
 Balance jobs with housing.
 Redevelop within the existing urban area.”44
While the county’s previous land use policies were mostly concerned with the quantity and
timing of development east of I-75, Sarasota 2050 adopts a development strategy based on
encouraging appropriate building form rather than uses that consider the quality of development
in addition to quantity and timing. In other words, Sarasota 2050 takes a more active approach to
envisioning what development could look like, as opposed to solely assessing land needs as the
population grows.
In order to encourage developers to adhere to the standards and regulations in Sarasota 2050,
county planners devised a system of incentives. The incentives use a transfer of development
rights (TDR) system that assigns development rights to parcels of land and lets the landowners
use these rights to develop or sell the land. Sarasota 2050 allows significantly more commercial
and residential development if developers meet the form of development envisioned in future
land use scenarios. Density bonuses are issued to landowners who preserve open space,
agriculture, and environmentally sensitive land, and build mixed-use, walkable developments in
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appropriate areas.45 Rights are based on the environmental value of the land. The TDR system
complements the county’s Environmentally Sensitive Land Purchase Program (ESLPP).46 The
ESLPP is a voter-approved and taxpayer-funded program that acquires and protects priority
natural land that is ranked on environmental criteria such as water quality, habitat rarity, and land
quality.
The county government has primary responsibility for managing Sarasota 2050, with different
responsibilities delegated to smaller, more specialized governmental bodies. The County
Commission is the ultimate overseer of Sarasota 2050. Planning and Development Services is
responsible for administering the plan and provides the services necessary for growth as
described in the comprehensive plan and the Sarasota 2050 amendment. Sarasota 2050 also calls
for coordination between the county and its municipalities to preserve existing neighborhoods and
provide for a variety of land uses that serve residents of diverse ages, incomes, and family sizes.
Discussion of Guiding Principles
Sarasota 2050 aims to create a development policy framework that improves quality of life in the
county and preserves it’s natural, cultural, and built environment resources.47 This policy
framework is built upon underlying desires to build a sense of community and to preserve the
county’s unique natural environment. Notably, Sarasota 2050 advises compact, form-based
development through the RMA system. The idea of form-based development challenges practices
that promote inefficient, dispersed development.
The county adopted Sarasota 2050 in response to the threat of the incremental, spread-out
development that would have resulted if the UGB was pushed back. Focusing development
toward the six resource areas is a way to acknowledge the need for further housing, retail, and
services, but also accommodating the desire to limit where that growth can be accommodated.
The Village/Open Space RMA encourages a development pattern that will nourish strong and
livable communities. “The new pattern will:
 Be formed around neighborhoods that include a broad range of family sizes and incomes
in a variety of housing types, including a substantial number and proportion of affordable
housing units, which are integrated with commercial, office, and civic uses;
 Support a fully connected system of streets and roads that encourage alternative means of
transportation such as walking, bicycling, and transit; and
 Integrate permanently dedicated open space, which will be connected or added to the
Greenway RMA where appropriate.”48
Environmental protection is a key concern when considering future land use in Sarasota. Sarasota
2050 proposes a system of large areas of permanent open space connected or added to the
Greenway RMA. Villages and hamlets under Sarasota 2050 are required to provide open spaces
outside the developed areas of the villages and hamlets, which helps to preserve local
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environmental features. The TDR incentives support the creation of permanent open spaces as
developers earn higher density rights if they preserve open space.
The Greenway RMA establishes an overarching conservation plan that protects significant
environmental resources by designating certain areas, such as floodplains and native habitats, as
priority resources so the county can implement programs that protect these areas over the long
term. In addition, the Village/Open Space RMA calls for the establishment of a greenbelt that is a
minimum of 500 feet around the perimeter of the developed area and that preserves native
habitats, supplements natural vegetation, and protects wildlife. The greenbelt also adds to the
sense of community as it helps to define compact communities.
Comparison to Miami-Dade County
Comparisons between Sarasota and Miami-Dade counties can be immediately made based on the
similar geographies of the two locales. Given that the two counties are both in Florida, they both
have to adhere to state policies, namely the Florida Growth Management Act and the Local
Government Comprehensive Planning and Land Development Regulation Act.
Although both counties need to follow the same state policies, their approaches differ. Currently
in Miami-Dade County, the Urban Development Boundary (UDB) separates the urban and
suburban parts of the county from the rural and natural resource protection areas. Sarasota 2050
focuses on the idea of containing growth and strictly separating urban and rural in its proposal of
form development.
Activity Centers
Activity centers are central to Sarasota 2050 as they define the structure of future development
models and focus development around compact centers through the Village/Open Space RMA.
The Village/Open Space RMA proposes a system of villages and hamlets that are partially
defined by mixed-use centers that are integrated into the village design. Villages are required to
have a majority of houses within walking distance (a ¼-mile radius) of a mixed-use village center
designed to serve the daily shopping, civic, and service needs of village residents. In addition to
the required village center, a larger town center is optional at the designated location of the I75/Central Sarasota interchange. The town center would be a strong core of residential and
commercial uses with high employment connected to the villages. Hamlets are also designated by
their relationship to centers of activity. A hamlet is defined by Sarasota 2050 as a collection of
rural homes and lots clustered together around a crossroads that may include small commercial
and civic buildings.
In Miami-Dade County, activity centers are also a crucial part of future development. The Land
Use Element Chapter of the Miami-Dade Comprehensive Development Master Plan (CDMP)
states the plan’s objective of concentrating development around centers of activity and
emphasizing contiguous urban expansion. In other words, growth is encouraged to occur around a
network of high-intensity urban centers with multimodal transportation facilities that connect to
the larger metropolitan region. For example, the CDMP says that business developments should
preferably be placed in clusters or nodes near major roadway intersections, not in continuous
strips or as isolated spots.
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Public Services
In Sarasota, public services do not have an overt influence on determining how and where growth
occurs. Rather, Sarasota’s primary concern seems to be for environmental protection, and
Sarasota 2050 aims to direct population growth away from floodplains and the outer regions of
the county to protect environmentally sensitive lands.
In Miami-Dade County, public services have a much greater influence on where development
occurs. Like Sarasota, the UGB is an urban services boundary as well as a land use boundary.
Miami-Dade County also has an Urban Expansion Area (UEA) boundary in addition to the UGB.
The UEA is the area where further urban development beyond the 2015 UDB is most likely to
occur in the near future. As a result, urban infrastructure and services are intended for this area.
Consequently, the CDMP encourages development in locations that optimize efficiency in public
service delivery, making certain sites or areas more eligible than others. The goals, objectives,
and policies of the CDMP are aimed at encouraging the provision of public facilities of sufficient
quality and quantity to meet existing needs and future expansion. Developers therefore have an
incentive to build in locations where service delivery is easy to achieve.
Both Sarasota and Miami-Dade counties are under the jurisdiction of the Local Government
Comprehensive Planning and Land Development Regulation Act, which requires that certain
level-of-service standards be achieved for roadways, public transit, water, sewer, solid waste,
local recreational open space, and drainage. The law states that development permits cannot be
issued when adopted levels of service cannot be met. Both counties adopted concurrency
programs in order to maintain the required level-of-service standards for public facilities in areas
of development.
The Miami-Dade County Service Concurrency Management Program is outlined in Chapter 33G
of the Miami-Dade County Code. The chapter describes who is involved in concurrency
management and the types of development orders that are reviewed for concurrency. Seven
agencies are involved in the review process for concurrency: Department of Planning and Zoning,
Department of Environmental Resource Management, Fire Department, Miami-Dade Transit
Agency, Parks and Recreation Department, Public Works Department, and Solid Waste
Management. The agencies work to ensure that the CDMP is followed and that levels of service
are met.
In Sarasota, concurrency is to be coordinated with the fiscally neutral character of development in
the system of villages and hamlets. Certain structures and ordinances are applied to achieve fiscal
neutrality. Concurrency management in Sarasota includes oversight on transportation facilities
(such as roads, intersections, sidewalks, lighting, and medians), public transit, schools, water
supply and delivery, sewage transmission and treatment, solid waste, storm- and surface water
management, law enforcement, fire and emergency management, courts, jails, administrative
facilities, libraries, parks and recreation, and public hospitals. Fiscal neutrality means that no new
development in village or hamlet form can be approved outside the existing Urban Service Area
unless the County Commission adopts ordinances that implement the principles of fiscal
neutrality.
Environment
Sarasota 2050 outlines a system of permanently designated open spaces. These permanent open
spaces can be created several different ways. TDRs give developers incentives to preserve open
space in return for higher densities. To establish each village and hamlet as a distinct community
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and to preserve the rural character of the land outside of the urban service boundary, each village
and hamlet is required to have a greenbelt that preserves native habitats, supplements natural
vegetation, and protects wildlife. Uses within this greenbelt are restricted to existing agricultural
uses, new low-intensity agriculture, and wetland mitigation that do not involve conversion of
habitat.
The Greenway RMA attempts to ensure a high concentration of environmentally sensitive lands
within its conservation area with ecological buffer zones that protect the most fragile core. The
Greenway RMA reduces problems of the fragmentation of fragile land and isolated protection
efforts. The Environmentally Sensitive Lands Priority Protection (ESLPP) list focuses on sites
that are critical to the RMA structure and at risk of environmental degradation. Additionally,
Sarasota plans to obtain regional, state, and federal funding to purchase conservation lands for
agriculture, wetlands, and wildlife habitat.
Conclusion
The recent national economic decline makes it hard to evaluate the true impact of Sarasota 2050
as growth and development have stalled. While Sarasota 2050 may have changed attitudes and
perspectives about future land use policies, its intended impacts on land development have yet to
be realized due primarily to economic factors. While development may not be occurring in the
style outlined by Sarasota 2050, Sarasota 2050 still has had certain measurable, albeit unintended,
consequences on land use in Sarasota. Several large annexations occurred in areas that were not
subject to Sarasota 2050. These annexations were perhaps inspired by the passing of the plan.
Also, an amendment has been accepted, requiring a unanimous vote of the County Commission to
move the UGB line. This vote on the amendment will both heighten the focus on redevelopment
and encourage more focus on the desired form east of I-75.49
Sarasota 2050 does encounter opposition. Some members of the public fear that Sarasota 2050
would bring urban development to rural lands, increase traffic, and cut controls on new growth.
They believe the greenway standards are inadequate, with not enough land being added to the
buffer areas between development and fragile ecosystems.
Despite a lack of measurable implementation and some public opposition, Sarasota 2050 offers a
carefully conceived regional approach to land use and growth management with its overlay
planning technique and developer incentives that encourage form-based development.
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